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PREFACE 
This study .was done in an attempt to gain further insight into the 
detailed mechaQ.ism of .. complex formation in aqueous solutions of the 
lantlU,lnide sulfates. :Macroscopic thermodynamicparameters, although 
valuable, are not very useful in determining the exact nat~re of the 
species in solution and their detailed reactions. It was hoped that 
the combination of the macroscopic thermodynamic parameters, obtained 
from calorimetry, with detailed information on.the energetics of the 
reaction mechanism, from a temperature dependent study of the rate 
c~nstants, might be.helpful in elucidating the structures and.reactions 
of the species in solution. With this information it is often possible 
to sketch the actual path of the reaction being studied. It was also 
desirable to obtain.further evidence for the assumptions.that.there is 
a change in coordination number within the series of trivalent lantha-
nide ions and that the rate-controlling step in complex formation of 
these species is that of cation desolvation. 
I wish to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to my 
wife, Deanna, and son, Brian, whose patience; encouragement, and sacri-
fice were instrumental in the preparation of this.dissertation. My 
sincere thanks are extended to my parents, John and Opal Fay, for their 
faith and guidance through the years. 
Special appreciation is put forth to Mr. David Bohlen, my Freshman 
Chemistry Instructor at Upper Iowa; who instilled in me the desire to 
pursue my interests in Chemistry, and to.Dr. Neil Purdie, who has been 
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not only a capable and dedicated research adviser but also a warm per-
sonal friend whom I shall always greatly admire. 
My gratitude is also offered to the follpwing persons: Dr, Tom E. 
Moore, Dr, James N. Lange, and Dr •. J. Paul Devlin, members of my ad.;.. 
visory connnit~ee, who gave freely of their time and knowledge in my be-
half; Mr. Heinz Hall and his assistants in the instrument shop, whose 
suggestions and.craftsmenship in construction of parts of the experi-
mental apparatus have· be.en most valuable; Mr, Wayne Adkins, of the . 
glass sqop, whose skill was necessary to the fabrication of a large 
partof the apparatus used in this.study; and to those professors and 
students, necessarily nameless, whose association over the years I have 
greatly enjoyed. 
My appreciation is also extended to the National Aeronautics and 
Space ·Administration for a fel,lowship and to the Oklahoma St:ate·Univer.,.. 
sity Department of; Chemistry for various teaching assistantships. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
'l;q.e formation of ion-pairs and compl,.exes in_solutions of electro-
lytes is a subject which has undergone considerable development during 
the past twenty years. More recently, the appliciation of ·new physical 
methods and studies of the detailed the:i;moc;lynamic · properties and kineti.c · 
parameters.of such reactions has·provided·much needed.additional infor .... 
mation for dis~ussion of the: important factors.· involved. 
In a solution of an electrolyte it is desirable to have a detailed 
knowl,.edge of the species present. New ions or uncharged molecules re~ 
sulting from interactions in the solution may behave quite differently 
from the constituent ions of the el,.ectr9lyte~ Some properties of the 
solution wil,.l be profoundly affected, and the. chemi.st, in ·order to 
understand·these,phenomena, ·will require to know the.nature.of the 
species present. There area number of formidaQle difficulties in the; 
analysis of such systems·but recently a great deal of work h.~s been 
done·on.the probl,.em. Although the applicatio~·of·new physical-chemical 
methods has produced significant contributions to the field of equilib-
rium properties of elec;::trol.yte. solutions and .. the way· in. which ion";pair 
and complex formation can be detected and.quantitatively studied, the 
information. obtained .. from: measurements.· of an.· equiiibrium system is to 
some extent iimited, ·and·· it:: is desiraQle to· know· the: relevant. kinetic 
parameter1;1. With thi.s =knowledge it is sometimes. poss:j..ble, to sketch,. the 
1 
2 
ac, tual.- reaction · mechanism -by -·which -the . system--. approaches equ:i.libr ium. -
In genetal, the elucidat;ion·of'the structure of an electrolyte solution 
may-be regarded·as.a difficult problem which requires as many independ,-
ent lines of.attac;k as poss;i.ble. 
If w~ are to under~tand and, control the chemistry of metal ions in 
solution we must understand the process by which their cc:;,mplexes.are 
formed and_ interconverted,. This is most often-. a matter of the replace-
ment of one cpordinated ligand by another. The substitution of a 
ligand· in. the in:ner1 sphere (leavit1g group) by an-. outside group . (entering 
group) is the most,fundament!!:1,1 of the.reactions in meta:l_ionchemistry. 
In fact, all discussions· of reactions of metal comp+exes hinge· on an·-
understanding of the dynamics of-their l:i,gand substitution process, 
since -it .. is an ever present possibility. 
This study was undertaken in an attempt.to gain more insigh~ into 
the-. problem of complexa,tion in aqueous' solutio11, and· in, parti.cular of _ 
the changes which occur, upon, the formaticm•,of complexes of the triva-
lent lanthanide .cations with the sulfate anion~ Experimentally the work .. 
has consisted of two major parts: (1) a calorimetric investigation of 
the thermodynamics of complexation of the 1:1.lanthanide sulfates and 
(2) a study of the temperature dependence.of the rates of.these same 
reactions.. The significant developments and how they pertain to the 
aqueous properties of the lanthani.de ipns in·particular is discussed in, 
the follo~ing sections. 
Thermpdynamic Background 
In recent years the complexing tendency of.a variety.of ligands 
towards the trival,ent. rare earth ions has·_ been investig'13-ted and has led 
3 
·.;~ 
to a rapid accum,ulation of information. Studies on tl;l.e chelating tedg-, 
'· ~ 
I 
encies of. various m1.1ltidentate ligands with the rare earths sugges.t that· 
th~ lanthan:J.de ions can eJtpand their coor<:lination number beyond six to 
. 1 
eight, nine, or perhapsas high,as twelve:. In aquequs solution the 
trivalent lanthanide ions undergo .considerable.hydrolysis with a concom-
3+ it~nt le>wering of the pH·anq. formation of an aquo complex, Ln (H20)x. 
As a result of the.lanthanide co~traction the heavier lanthanides, with 
smaller ra<:lii, .have.a greater:tendency,to hyq.rolyze. The aquo c~mplex 
has a definite structure and· the "cloud" of wat.et' molect1:les has a: geome-
try which differs from that; of the bulk water., 
2 Acc,ording to tq.e model of Frank and Wen·, , the ions. at i:t1:fin:f,.te 
separatioil are .. surrounded by. three, colicent:i;ic r~gions: a .prim,~ry or 
inner sphere,of strongly.bound water Iriplecul.es, a second sphere with, 
wate,r molecules still ,orde:r;ied to scme extent by electrostatic forces, of 
polarization, and a third sphere having .water infl,uenced ot1ly slightly 
by the. presence, of the ion .,and · essentia,.;1-ly rei;embling . the structure, .of 
\ 
the pure solvent. At short,interionic di13tances the coulombic attra~ ... 
tion of ,ions.of opposite CQ.arge can,bring about substit;.ution of ,ions for 
solvent me>],.ecuJ,.es in the firs.t and second hydration spheres~ The 
species produced are called ion-pairs; oute.r ·ion-pairs if solvent mole7 
cules exist betwe~n the, ions and:inne; ion-pairs or complexes.if the 
ions are. in contact.. St~4ies of the thermodynamics of ion-pair forma-
tion by classical methods such as·conductivity ,measurements, spectro-
photometry, poh:;r.ogrc:1,phy, potentiom,etry; and solubility measurements. 
3 have;been unable to distinguish betwe~n these species This' is not 
unreasonable since the identity of the species existing in equiliprium 
could not 1be re~olved due to tq,e compleJtity of th~ system and from, the 
fact that;: the methods. measure only the macroscopic· properties .ef the 
system. Unless ligands having a ·.strong · s true ture-breaking influence 
are present, the "sheath" er 11iceberg11 of water molecules will rem,ain. 
intact and will "protect" the·metal ion from the.influence. of other 
spec:i,.es~ 
When.coltl.plexes are.formed·the approach of a.ligand will perturb 
the hydratio"Q. sphere and the ordered geometry will b:t:"eak down or be 
reorganized. Multidentate ligands will presumably have a stronger in.,-
fluence than unidentate ones based on a comparison of available,free 
energy values. 4 Dum~an has demonEJtrated that, prov:i,.ded no changes in 
4 
the st~ucture of the complex ion or.the h~drated ion occur, the enthai-
py. of complexation for a· se:i;-ies of cations with similar .elect;ronic con"'." 
fig'l.lrations. varies linearly with inyets~ cation radius.. Heweve,;, 'for: 
the. rare. earths no. such·. linear relationship is observed ;arid probably is 
indicative of some·structural change.in the series, 
In recent years an ever increasing number of invest;:igat;ionsof the 
th~rmodynaniic prope:i:ties of various·metal comple;x:es have appeared in 
the lit~ratures, 6• In most of these.investigations·on+y the change in 
free energy for the various. complexation . reactions was -.determined. The 
purpose of these measurelllEl,nts was i~ most·cases to decide, via the 
stability constants only, which. species ;actually exist in soluti,on~ 
Free.energy cha1;1ges have frequent],,y been correlated with properties of 
the _metal. ion .and/ er the ligand~. However, the change in fr.ee energy is 
a ,net result of two par~et;:ers, A greater understanding ef ~the impor, 
tant fact9rs.is·obtained from a·consiq.eration of the·contributory fac-
tors to t~e free energy change; namely the,changes in enthalpy and-en-
tropy.of-complexation. Tl,>.e enthalpy change.depends mainly on the dif ... 
ference in bond e1;1ergy between.the C(?ordinated water a~d the ligand~ 
Coordinat,ed water shoul_d be. taken in the widest sense to include the 
sol,vent,layel;'s beyond, the first so that'the enthalpy change associated 
5 
with structural reorientation pf more·distant·solvent·molecules·is also 
included,. In.other words, the reorgani~ation of-.the hydrogen bonded 
stt'uct:ure surrounding the solute species may. be important:in determin-
il)g the sign and.magnitude of the enthalpy change .. · The·entropy changes. 
may be st,1bdivided into a unitary and-a cratic contribution7• Unitary. 
entropy change1;1 reflect losses in librational, and vibrationa.l ·degrees 
of freedom of., the entering ligand, Cratic ,entropy changes are usua,lly 
positive and reflect liberation _of solvent. molecules from a bound sta.te . 
and the. concomitant reorganization of more distant solvent mo~ecules •. 
It ,is :not a, prerequisite for a .. spontaneous reaction that both enthal,py 
and entropy changes. shoul_d be favorable. Usually chelation is .motiva-
ted by.a very favorab].e entropy change~ 
The stability,constl:lnt~·K, for·a complex 1aquilibrium of·the type 
:r11++ Aa-. t MA (m-a)+. (1) 
is. directly reJ,.ated ,to the free energy change, ·AG, by _the relationship 
AG = -RT · ln · .K (2) 
and·is thus a reflect.ion of the changes.in enthalpy, AH, and entropy; 
AS, associated with the.formation of the complex. species according to 
AG . = · AH - TAS (3) 
Sincemost.of the systems studied are aqueous, the change in enthalpy 
upol'!, comple~tion ref].ects the difference• in .. bond, energy of ·.the metal, 
6 
ion, ,Mm+, for tl;te ligand and the "hydration ,sphere". Thus the measur,ed 
etlthalpy change alsQ includes.the.energy involved in rearranging hydro-
gen bond$ in the vicinity of the complex species8 • Chelation is 
favoreg. by .entropy change in terms of release of originally. bound wat.er 
t;nqlecu.les. The· majority of, the trivalent lanthanide ion'!Chelates are 
entropy stabilized. Few theJ;"mody'JlB.mic, format:t.on constants are available·. 
for the lanthanide complex series at a. standard .state of infinite dilu- . 
tion9,lO,ll, but many cqncentration based values have been detern).ined 
experimental.ly5' 6, 12 , often under.conditions of constant.ionic strength, 
i.e., constancy.of activity coeffi~ients. Eqthalpy, and, ultima:tely 
entropy,changes, ,have.been.obtained for a.number of ,systems in terms· 
5 6 12 
of the tempe:ratu:re dependence, of the formati,;m constant ' ' · ; but only, 
in a few instanc;es have· the enthalpy changes been dete.rmined calorime-. 
ti 11 3,11,13 rca y · ~ 
Free energy data indica~e that fo:r a given ligang a lanthanide 
ion gives. in general, a less.stab~e c0111plex than does a divalent trans.;.. 
ition meta.! ion. · Pr~dictions, in. terms of the electrostatic concept of, 
bonding, ·that. the thermodynamic ,stability should increase with decreas-
ing crystal radius· or with increasing nuclear charge of the trivalent · 
1 h 'd i · L 3+ f li d ' 11 d ' h a~t ·ani e on, · n. , . or a. given gan , are. in overa accqr wit 
the observatioq.s for the,lighterions (ta3+ - Eu3+), but notnecessar-
ily for.the heavier ions (Gd3+ - Lu3+). For the ions.beyond Gd~\ 
trends in stability are qualitatively of.three types: (1) increase. 
with increasing nucl.ear charge~ (2) l.ittl~ or no change with.increasing 
nucl,.ear.charge, and·(3) maximum.stability at sqme cation in th,e ·se:ries~. 
Va~iations.in enthalpy values for various ligande are·seld~m mono-
tonic, .in the rare earth ·series ,but ra thei;- a maximum and/ or minim1.11:n 
7 
f b 14. o ten appears at val;'ious mem ers in the series • This·general behaviot;" 
appears . to preclude exp.lanations · based upon· ligancl--field effects, The 
sinusoidal.graphical represel'!,tat:i,ons,of 6.H vel;'sus atomic number would 
require destabilization for the, later members. of the series .. if ligand-
field, effects were.of major·significance~ However,by .correcting for 
the complicating ef feet of a ch~nge, in the,· effective hydrat:f,.on number 
of the uncomplexed lanthanide ion near•the midclle of the,series, the 
enthalpy of the reaction of the diglycolate or dipicolinate ion with 
the crystalline etbylsulfates has been shown to, vary almor;t 1:i-nearly 
with atomic numher15 • However, ·in . those cases where ligand-field· ef-
fects are present, st~bilization of the complex species with respect to 
3+ 3+ 3+ those.of La., Gd , and Lu is of the orcler of only·a few hundred· 
calories per mole, 
Concerning the variation ·in the entropy of·,formation, of the vari-
O\J:S·lanthan,ide complexes, it.is ob~erved that the change can be.linear 
16 
or .. non-linear wit;h increase· in . the atomic number · • For this secQnd · 
group.of cemple:ij:es there .. usually exists_ a certain·range in.the middle 
of the sel;'ies where the.cha\'lge'is especially great~ Within this range, 
where.the entropy of :complex·formation changes abruptly, it is ,often 
possible to detect; at least two ·fQrms of coordination compoun.ds which 
differ from one another .. in the coordinatio-q. num~er of the metal, 
From conductance measuremei\i.ts at·infinite dilut,ion hydration 
spheres .in thi;ee general size ranges.have ,been.proposed: La3+ - Nd3+; 
size6• In generalt 3+ 3+ · 3+, 3+ Pm ... Tb· , and.Dy - Lu , in.order of increasing 
the.larger,t:he hydration sphere, the.more exothermic·is.the complexa-
tion r.eaction. Correspondingly, the. entropy change incl;'.eases since 
more water,melecules are.released per cation. 
It should now be possible to use the additional informat.ion of AH 
and AS to assist in d,istinguishing the structure of the,metal complex. 
A·number of ground rules have been proposed·and in particular one sug'."" 
1 gested by Moell~r • Whether the co.ordination process is outer:- or 
8 
innei;-..-sphere.has been deterniinecl thermodynamically for 1:1 complexes 
involving thiocyanate17 ; .nitrate, butyrate, and propiona:te18 ; glycolate, 
· . 19 · . 20 11 13 21 lactate; and a.'.""hydroxybutyrate ; fluoride ; and sulfate ions ' ., ·• 
Spe~ies (e.g. LnNo/+, LnSCNZ+), for which the formation is favored by 
enthalpy change (-AH) and opposed by entropy,change (-AS), largely re.,-
tain the primary hydration sphere of the ion.Ln3+ and are of.the outer-
sphere, ion-pair type. 2+ 2+ + Those (e,g.,.LnF , LnOOCR , LnS04 ), for 
which the format+on ii;; opposed·by enthalpy change (+AH) but favore4 by 
entropy change (+AS), su:l;fer rupture of the primary hydration sphere 
and are.of the inner,...sphere type.· In some cases the conclusions are 
supported by spectroscopic evidence22 but the limitations. to these 
criteria.are immediately apparent 1.1.pon a cursory review of the available 
literature. 
Kinetic,Background 
It.has been about.sixty yeal;'s·since the earliesit'kinetic study of 
1 . . 23 a comp ex ion reaction It is, however, only in the,last fifteen 
years that anything approaching a concertecl attack on the problem of 
the.mechanism of these.reactions has been made24. One of.the challenges 
of investigating coordinat.i.on compounds is understanding the variety of 
chemical, intermediates and.· transition stl:!::tes possible. during reaction. 
A.knowledge of the rec;1.ction mechanism.is an invaluable aid in the syn-· 
thesis of new complexes and in the imprevement of older _methods. 
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Research on fast reactions.in solution·has developed enormously in 
the past few years 25 • Novel techniques have·been developei6 , and nu'":' 
merous reactions whic~ woulcl once have· been termed· "instantaneous'' have 
been investigated in detail. A wide range of reaction rates and a 
variety of reactions of metal complexes have been studied.; The impor-
tance of the recently developed techniques for·tneasuring very fast proc-
esses with half-lives of reaction in the .micro--· or .. milli,mict:"o second, 
range cannot be overemphasized, Estimates of the lability of certain. 
metal complexes (e.g., aquo, amine, and halide) ha.ve been resolved by 
electrochemical methods andfrom nuclear magnetic resonance.(nmr) tech-
27 
niques • In the latter case; the resonance line broadening of nuclei 
such as 170 which is produced by paramagnetic ions can be interpreted 
in terms of the rate at which these miclei, in labelled .water molecules, 
are entering the coordinatioD; sphere of the paramagnetic ion, i.e., the 
exchange.rate. In addition, the elegant relaxation methods pioneered 
25 by Eigen and.his colleagues can be used in which a.chemical equili-
brium is rapidly. perturbed by some physical· process. In the most .. re-
strict;ed case, relaxation studies·deal only with rate phenomena that 
are close to equilibrium and can be repre~ented by linear.relationships. 
Another: important property of .. a complex. ion which has been used 
for kinetic measurements is· its· absorption·· spectrum, and. the changes, 
often large, which occur in the visible, ultraviolet, or even infrared 
region can. be· extremely us.ef ul, not only in measuring . rates of reaction 
but also in.clarifying the detailed mechanism and the important role of 
h i d . 28 t e rtterme iates • It has also been found.that.Raman line broadening 
29 
can be. used. for the measurement· of extremely fast ratei;; •. 
Some.insight into the mechanism of the replacement of coordinated. 
10 
water in aquo complexes.has been obtained from water and ligand ex-
change, The exchange of.water between.bulk solvent and the aquated. 
metal ion is the simplest experiment in principle but, because of its 
general rapidity, is difficult to-measure in.practice. 
Rates of reaction of the alkali metalsz5 , 3o, alkaline earths25 ~31, 
and transition metal ions 25 , 32 with various ligands have.been.quite ex-
tensively studied. It is generally observed that the ions of these 
groups which have a noble gas electronic•configuratiori show a.linear 
rate dependence with inverse cation radiuf;l, but a'similar relationsµip 
for the transition metal _ions exists only after ligand-field stabiliza-
tion corrections have been.made. In practically every case the role of 
water exchange is paramount to ligand·substitution. Chemically the 
lanthanides can be compared with both.the transition metal ions.and the 
alkaline earth ions, but of the two a closer resemblance with the 
latter is observed-because of the.relative unimportclnce of the ligand-
field stabilization energy (LFSE). Therefc:,re, one might expect to find. 
a linear rate·dependence wit4 inverse .cation radius across·the rare 
earth series. Such is not the case and.the small·LFSE corrections 
alluded to in the thermodynamics section·are inadequate in producing 
th d 1 . . 15 e expecte inearity ~ 
In the case where the entering group is murexide33 , sulfate34 , 35 , 
36 . 37 38 39 
, anthranilate· ' , or oxalate· , a sufficient number of the metal. 
ions,in the lanthanide series have been-studied .to permit an analysis 
of the depen~ence of the rate constants on inverse cation radius or 
atomic number. The dependence, is similar for all·four cases showing a 
maximum rate of complexation for the ions in the middle of the series~ 
Because of the analogous non-linear trends with inverse cation radius 
11 
of such thermodynamic parameters as 6G, AH, and as of complexation, the 
same interpretation of a change in coordination of the cations near the 
middle of the series has been.invoked to account for the non~linear 
trend in the rate constantso 
The rates, however, differ in one respecto If the mechanism is 
dissociative (SNl), so that the transition state is formed with a re-
duced coordination number, and the controlling step in the mechanism is 
the loss of a water molecule bound to the cation, the rate of complex 
formation should approximate to the rate of water exchange and be al-
most independent of the entering ligand. The ultrasonically measured 
. 34 34 36 
rates of complexation for the lanthanide sulfates ' ' compare favor-
ably with the rate of water exchange obtained by 170 nmr line broadening 
for Gd3+ in perchlorate medium40 , These rates are, however, generally 
about one order of magnitude greater than those for the other systems 
studied by other techniques and under various conditions. Since these 
other ligands. are considered to be b:Ldentate ligands a direct compari-
son may not be justified and their slower rates may.be indicative of a 
progressively slower rate of exchange of successive water molecules up-
on ring formation. 
General Mechanism 
The general mechanism used in.this study is that proposed by 
Do bl d E0 41 d b O 1e er an 1gen an may e written as 
Mm+ (aq) 
a-
+ A(aq) 
o/H 0 ........-H 
'H "-H 
ij (aq) 
k321 ~ k23 (4) 
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[M111+. A a-] 
. (aq) 
;-i A J (aq) · 
where. the kij val,ues (J. = i + 1) represent the specific rate constants. 
andtije individual equilibr:i,um stability:constants maybe.defined as 
Kij = kij/kji. for each of the three.consecutive steps, Two,processes 
ai:-e·involveddn-the first step (I) between.states·l and 2 •. First, the 
free hydrate<;]. ions approach.each other to withi"Q.·the,approximate di-
µiensions·of thei+ ionic-atmospheres, an~ second, there is a rearrange-
me~t of ions and·molecules within the ionic atmosphere.to give state 2, 
The·second step (II) is;the loss of·a water mQlecule from the primary 
coo;dinatioQ. sphere of the.anion.· The anion has three modes.of inter-
action with the, water molecules of.. the CE!-tion, The· anion may inter~ct 
strongly with one·hydrogen of a water molecule in.the primary hydra-. 
tion sheat;:h of, the cation,· or .with·. two hydrogens. on either the same or 
two adjacent water molecules; At any one t:i;.me the three structures are. 
in equilibri~ with. one.another •. · The th;i.rd step. (III) is th..e replace-
met;1t of ;a wat~r molecule from the· inner· coordination sphere .. of· the 
cation by the ,anio~ and the formation .of a;; chemical bond between. the 
ions, There is a concomita,nt increase· i'9- the degree of. disorder, of the 
water structui:-e as a result of charge,neutralization and·this gain in 
entropy is.very.often the principal. contributing fact.or to the~ody:-· 
namic stability. This is particularly true· in the ·,case of unsymmetri-
cal .. electrolytes in which tll.e various. states have a. net charge. · 
If. the equili,.brium constants· for the succ.essive association steps 
in the mechanism are K12 , K23 , and·K34 , respectively, then.the overall· 
13 
, stability constant, &:.r, .is given by· the following (tak,ing W = n2o and. 
neglecting charges): 
K.r 
[MW2A] + [MWA] + [MA] 
= [M]. [A] 
[MW2A] f 1 + [MWA] [MA] [MWA] } =· + • [MW2A] [M}[AJ [MW2A] [MWA] 
= (5) , 
As a consequet?,ce, the structure of the complex species present insolu-:-
tion can.not be identif:i.ed by the .overall stability constant, The 
utility of; the, conventional. approach is. limited to s:i.tuations wherein 
the anion, for example, is kept constant and the change.in~ for a, 
series of ,complexes with similar.metal ions is a function of the cation-
ic properties and therefore,of K34 • +tis apparent from equation (5) 
that a simple relationship does not,exist between.the various equilib..-
rium constants and consequently, e~trell1e caution must be used in draw-
ing conclusions.about the predominant species in,solution from stabil-
ity measurements alone. If enthalpy and entropy data are available, 
the conclusions are more justified. 
The only route to the evaluatipn of the individual equilibrium 
constants is by kinetic measurements. Equilibrium is reached·very 
rapidly and the problem is amenable,only to modern.relaxation methods. 
The complete mechanism shows a dependence of K34 = k34Jk43 on the ratio 
of the concentration of inner to outer complex, 
Evidence indicates that the rate determining step of the mechanism 
14 
is indeed step ·III34 , 35 • Supporting this are se'\teral theoretical con-
sidera,:ions: 
(a) If the rates of diffusion·of the ,aquat:ed ions~ to-within two 
wate·r moleculei;; of each other, are. calculated from the theory 
of diffusion controlled reactions, the relaxation time should 
lie in the order of 10-9 seconds •. 
(b) The ease of removal·of water molecules·from an anion should. 
take.place faster than from a.corresponding cation since.the 
interaction of.the anion with the surrounding water molecules 
is usually weaker than for the cation. 
(c) The water molecules coordinated to·the cation should be held 
more strongly due to the large surface charge on.the catioIJ, 
resulting from the small ionic radius. 
Experimental evidence for the correlation of·the.slow step with. 
step III is exhibited by the dependence of the rate on the cation for 
25 
a series of similar l:l·and 2:2 electrolytes Sulfate, EDTA; and 
NH3 complexes of Cu(II), for example, are.· formed at, nearly the same 
22 
rate , o2o studies of complexation·show no dependence of OH bonds on 
h b d 1 . 42 t e o serve re axat1ons , That the rate constants·are directly re-
latec;I. to step III hae. bee~ demonstrated by Connick27 in a number of 
studies using 170 labelled water in nmr•studies of water exchange rates 
in the transition elements. 17 The rates obtained are relateci to OH2 . 
molecules entering the.first coordination·shell of the paramagnetic 
cations. The rates of water exchange·for the divalent·ions.when com-
pared with Eigen's25 values for·the.rate$·of formation of inner sulfate· 
io~-pairs show a.fairly close parallelism. In addition, 'Tamm43 has 
15 
shownthe e~ist~nce of·three·relaxatiol!, processes·in:an ultrasonic 
stud~ of MgS04 complexation, 
Since the substitutioI!, rate· is apparently ind~pendent .. of the 
nature of the_ente~ing liga~d; the·metal·to·wat~r·bond mus_t be.broken 
prior to the _arrival of ·the ligand at:the c9ordination site •. · Such a 
mechanism, designated·sNi;·is·consistent·with the observation that _the 
.~. 
slow step is cation dependent. 
'Ihe, rates of complex formation of the alkali met.ale, the .alkaline . 
earth metals,aI!,d the transition metals closely.follow changes in elec-. 
tronic ·structure •. For the transition metal;.s the rates follow the ef-
fects of ligand-field stabilization. 'Ili,e ligand.;.field effects on the 
stabil:;i.ty of the _trivalent rare ear1;h·complexes and on,the rates of 
ligand. substitution are conside-red small_ .. because of the , deep. penetra-
tion of the 4£-electrons·intq the.electronic-atmosphere.of the ion. A 
maximum of 10% contribution to the stability _has· been· sugge.sted _by 
D 44. unn • It is reasonable, therefore; ·to expect them to. behave like the 
al]µlline earth ions because· of their .pseudonoble··· gas· configuration. 
That they,do not has _been.attributed to a change in coordination numper 
in the series. 
CHAPTER II 
GENERAL·THEORY OF RELAXATION METHODS 
Suppose that the reaction whose ra,te·we wish to measure comes to 
an equilibrium position, with·concentration values x1 , which can be 
pertu:rbed•by a change of some external parameter·such·as temperature or 
pressure. If such a change of conditions is made suddenly, there is a. 
time ... lag while the system approaches,a netv equilibrium position, with. 
concentration values x2 • The, time-lag is expressed as a .. "relaxati.on 
time", ,, which .is an.inverse measure of the sum of.the rate cqnstants 
for the forward. and reverse processes and is given for a single.unimole-
cular rela~ation process by 
-1 
T = 
The range of reaction half-times,accessible·to.one or another of the 
-9 
relaxation methods lies within the total.range of 10 to over 1 
(6) 
45 
second .• Some relaxation methods.make use·of a single displacement.of 
temperature (T-j.ump), pressure (P-jump), or electric field (~ein Effect 
II) 26 , 45 ;·· the · · h f 11 d i d h reaction 1.s ten. o owe as· t moves tcitvar.s t.e new 
equilibrium. Other methods make use of a pulsed or periodic disturb-
ance set up by ultrasonic waves or by a high frequency alternating 
field26 , 45 ; the power absorbed by.reason·of the time:-lag in re-estab-
lishing the equilibrium conditions is measured, The pulse-technique of 
16 
17 
sound ab~orption has been used·in this work. 
Assume that, the equilibrium to be· studied·· is periodically per-
turbed. If the equilibrium is· set up relatively. slowly, s.o that T · is 
much longer than the periodic·frequency, the parameter,representing 
the extent of react:i.on is little af_fected and remains. practica,lly at. 
the value correspond:i.ng to no perturbat:i.on (line .a in Figure 1). If. 
the equilibrium is set up relatively very fast, the reaction parameter 
follows closely.the variations of the perturbation and·so alterS! in 
/ 
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Figure 1. Periodic :d:i.sturbance of Chemical Equilibrium 
by External Parameter. 
/ 
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phase with it (curve b).· If,- however, the relaxation. time of the equi-
librium is comparable with the,periodic time of the perturbation, the 
reaction parallleter lags behind·the perturbation, and·thereforevaries 
according to:one of the dashed.curves (such as c). This has a smaller 
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amplitude. than. curve b, a'Q.d is. out of. phase with ·the.· variations of the., 
perturbation •. This phase·difference,leads to absorption of energy. As 
the fl;'equency,increases from zero the.lag at first increases and with 
it.the al;,sorption per'.cycle; lc;1ter the effect.of the dec:r;easing ampli-:-
tude begins to. dominate and. the absorption decreases again. • Mathemati:-
cal treatment shows that at a certain frequency there is a maximum in 
the absorption per cycle.given by WT= 1, where w.is the angular fre..-
. ' . 
quency in rad:i,.ans. per second, equal to. 2nf and. f is the frequency in 
cycles per second~ For a single rela~tion process the absorption co..-
efficie~t p~r wavelength, µ~,.varies with fr~quency and is ,proportional. 
2 ,, ' 
to wr/{l + w -r+-). · This function has,a maximum.value of ~.when,wr = 1. 
The curve has.the form of the following equation~ in which ~max is.the 
maximum value ofµ~:. 
2µ' 
max 
WT, 
2 2 (1 + .(I) 't' ') 
(7) 
If f is the frequ~ncy.of the maximum.absorption, then Tis given.by· 
c 
l/2nf and. can be found frc;>1;n experiment. 
c 
Relaxation methods hav:e·a unique feature. Since the deviations 
fi:om an equilibrium .state are. very .small, ·the kinetics of a .system can 
be described by a set of linea.r differential equations. · For e~ample, 
in the,gerteral reaction 
A.+ B (8) 
the rate equation is. 
= 
1 
,: 
A.c' 
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(8) 
where·flc is the deviatio~ of the concentration of all. components frQm· 
th~ir equilibrium values. · If the chemical system is complex, a system· 
of rate equations of the general form 
(9) 
are obtained where. aij. are known functiclf\,Of rate· constants and· eq1,1i-
. ·~ri .... :.~ 
librium concen1;:tat:i,ons, If tl\e system of~i;~;i.multaneous equat;ions is 
:~~~ 
solved a spectrum of relaxations.is obtaine.~·and each relaxati.on has· 
its own.particular dependence,on the equilibi'ium concentrations, .but is 
'(l,ot,necessaxiil.y representative of a,single .step in ·.the complex multi-. 
st;ep mechanism, since there may be coupling between. steps, · 
An_ul,.trason:f.c wave propagates.as an adialiatic pressure '!.iTave. Both· 
temperatur~ and.p:ressurechangesaccompany:the sound-wave.but in aque..-
ous solu~ions, temperature fluctuatio~s are nearly absent (AT S.±Q.001°) 
because the thermal expansion of water i.s very small, (zerc;, at 4° C). · 
The adiabatic .comptessibility of the fluid may.be resolved into a vir-. 
tually instantaneous port1011: plus_· a time dependent .portion46 :. 
I 
13· + f3. 
r ·. "" 
(10) 
where 600 is the,instantaneous compressibilityand·is given by the 
I 
limiting val,.ue as the frequency approaches, infinity .. and· f3X' is the re-
laxational part of tbe compressibility, which is frequency dependent. 
Whenever. the frequency of pressure-variation is such that; a phase·lag 
20 
exists,between press1,1.re and·the.specific volume tlle frequency depent;l-
ence of.the relaxational compressibility is· 
= a I (1 .+ wi') r .. (11) 
where B is a real number. The phase.lag causes dis~ipation of energy 
r . 
within eafh cycle 
Energy Lost Per Cy~le = S PdV (12) 
As the frequency rises f:i;om a-low value, the shift in equilibrium will 
increasingly lag behind the pressu:re and the,maximumene:i:-gy is lost 
when 
(a. >.) . 
che~ · r · (13) 
where:130 = Sr + 600 _· and .Q.chem i~ ·the ~x~e~~-absorption per wave 
length, >., due· to .. chemical, relaxation. 
CHAPTER III 
INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEJJURES 
The·Calorimeter 
The design o:f; the microcialorimeter .. used.· in· this investigat;ion was 
e,sentially that used by.Harr:l.s and Moore47 in their study.of complex 
formation of,Ni(II) and Co(II) perchlorates in 1-butanol, However, for 
comple1;;eness the- calorimeter,with,its mqdifications.'viill,be described 
in det~iL · 
The several basic requi;ements fo.r the design of a titrationcal-
orimeter ·.satisfactory, for thermometric studies of. enth~lpies of. com-. 
plexatiotl, are: 
l, Maintenance-free operation. 
2, Lqw th~rmal conductance_properties and higl;l chemical res:i,.s-
tance. 
3, Thorough and·efficient mixing to attain rapid equilibrium, 
4. Maintenance of·titrant temperature at solutiori, temperature. 
throughout titration •. 
5. Sensitivity to small. temperature changes, with no appreciable 
time delay in detection. 
6. Electrical. heat:. capacity calibration:.system, 
7. Overall accuracy. of within,± 1% for some· suitable -standard 
caiibrating reactio~ involving a heat change of approximately 
one c~lorie. 
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8. Electrical stability .. and· s~ll. noise to signa; ratio. 
A. sketch. of, the intern,al cc;mstrucUon of.· the· calorimeter is shown 
in. Figure 2. · The i+lustrated pa:i;:-ts were mounted in ,an isother;mal air 
chamber. The caloriiµeter vessel.and·appendages were constructed.from 
glass because of the fairly good structural. stability and., relatively 
low thermal conductance. All parts in contact with the solution were 
glass·except,the intertlal heater wire (A) and·the titrant hypodermic· 
needle (D). The systf!m was found to ,give -.maintenance free operation. 
Cleaning was effecte~ by rtnsi~g wi~h deionized water .and reagent grade 
acetone. The reaction vessel itself was a small, silvered.Dewar flask· 
of approximately 60 ml, total vqlume. To im,prove thermal equilibrium 
the.Dewar flask was plac::ed in a do1,1ble,walled~ glass water jacket main, 
tained at 25 ± 0~05° and the intervening space filled with inslllati,ng 
material. The temperature of. the water jacket was maintained with a. 
cii:culating heater (Haake·Model FSe) using an exterIJal ic::e bath for 
cooling of t~e pump reservoir. · Access to. the inside of the calorimeter 
for electrical contacts, stirt,"er; and delivery.tube was made t1?,rough a 
stanclard taper .groung, glass f:i,.tting C's. 40/50 mm.) · The· titrant was 
aq.ded ,_from an ultra precision micrometer syringe (G) (R. G:1,.lmont No. 
S-3200, ·o~OOOl ml. divisions, 0.92% accuracy~ 2.5 ml. ca,pac~ty) via a .. 
twelve inch Wilkens In~trun;tent :and R.eseal;'ch Te·flon 18 gauge hypodermic 
needle, with a 22 · gauge, tip inserted into tqe end.· A 1 ml, plastic · 
syringe barJ:"el~ used .. as a "piggy bac~" reservoir (F), was attached to. 
a B-D MSOl: syringe· stopcock (E), positioned .such that .. the syringe could 
be removed.for refilling with~ut distul;'.bing the calorimeter operation. 
Mixing.of the sol1,1tion was.accomplished>hY a glass.stirring.rod 
("-'3 nun, di~met~r) with molded paddles on the end (C). The,rod was 
ToPull~y 
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To Whe~tstqne· 
Bric,ige. · 
.To H.ea.ter 
C.ircuit 
G 
..... i..-----.- ! .40/50 
w-,..-----· D 
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•~~--11-.._,..-.,...;,-..,.....~ B 
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Figure 2. ·. The Int~rrial Parts of tb,e Calor:i,mete:r · 
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mounted in a Teflon bearing and.connected·to·a stai~less steel rod and, 
pulley system ·.mounted on top ·of · the isothermal a+r · chambet. An . elec.;.. 
tronically controlled motor· (G. K •. Heller, ModeLGT21) was used to· 
drive the stirrer at constant·speed. Qualitative tests with dyes in-
dicated complete mixing within 3 to 5 seconds. 
. 0 Although all solutions were thermostated at 25 prior to introduc-
tion into the Dewar flask or syringe, an added precaution was taken to 
guarantee that the.titrant temperature re111ained·equal to that,: of the 
solution. T~e Teflon delivery needle (0) was-. coiled around the inter-
nal. heater -form, below the surface of the solution enabling the_ ti tr ant 
to equilibra t~ before additions . were . made.: to · the solu tio~. · 
A Sargent Coulometric Current.Source, Model IV, was used for elec-
trical calibration48 • This unit prc:>vided a stabilized current at six 
values over the range 4.825 to 193.0 milliamperes regula.ted:to ± 0.1%. · 
Time of heating was measured directly on the:incorporated.timer of the 
inijtrument in units o~ O~l·seconds with eeitima.tion possible to 0.02 · 
seconds. Ideally the electrical energy input-du:i;-ing calil;>ration should 
. . ' 
approximate to the change in the.chemical.energy of:the system under 
study. As a rule, a current of 48.25 ma. passed for a,period of 
approximately 100 seconds was satisfacto~y. The heater wire, which 
was wound on a glae;s form, was of-0~0034 inch diameter platinum with a 
total.resistance of .25.70·ohms. Connection to the-current source was 
mad~ by heavy copper wire leacls~ 
Temperat~re changes were·monitored using a 2000ohm.± 1% thermis-
tor (B) (Fe?Jwal ·,Electronics, Isocurve GB32PM12) as one arm of a. Wheat-
stone b-ridge (Leeds and Northrup, No. 4760). · The thermistor had a tem..-
perature coeffic:i,ent of -3.87% ,per 0 c and was,,operated. at a potential.• 
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of 1.45 volts~ The out-of-balance signal was .. fed· to· a:n interriiediate · 
D •. c. amplifier (Leeds and Northrup, No, 9834 Null Detector) and the 
virtually noise-free output from the amplifier displayedon a Sargent 
SR recorder with the range plug removed·and the·chart paper driven at 
one inch per minute. The full scale.range of 125 mV, was just capable 
of handling the signal when the amplifier was set on a sensitivity of 
2. The-resultant·bridge sensitivity was of.the order .. of 0.17 calories 
per centimeter of pen displacement, Measurements were made to the 
nearest 0.01 cm. or± 0.0001°, ·The displacement.had been shown by pre-
liminary experiments to be a linear function of temperature, 
h 
c 
= 
where 
The heat capacity was calculated from the formula 
i 2~t 
4.184d 
i 
~ 
t 
d 
4.184 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= Number of .calories'per centimeter of pen travel 
current across the.heater in .amperes 
resistance of heater in ohms 
time of current flow in seconds 
pen displacement in centimeters 
number of joules per calorie 
Thermometric Titration Procedure 
(14) 
In normal operation the null.detector was never turned off since 
warm-up and adjustment required several hours. At ·least thirty minutes 
prio+ to using the ca.lorimeter the thel;'mistor battery and Coulometric 
Current Source were switched on. The titrant delivery system was filled 
and additional titrant forced through the reservoir and needle to expel 
any trapped air, Care was also taken to exclude air when filling the 
micrometer syringe and when inserting it through the rubber septum of 
the "piggy back" reservoir. The tip of the titrant needle was then 
rinsed with deionized water and reagent grade acetone. 
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A 32. 48 mL aliquot of solution was added to the clean, dry Dewar 
vessel. The calorimeter vessel was finally completely assembled in the 
water jacket and circulation from the constant temperature bath begun, 
Stirring was then initiated and thermal equilibrium of the system was 
considered to have been attained when a nearly horizontal (dT/dt ~ 0) 
baseline was established on the recorder. Time for equilibration was 
normally of the order of one hour. For each run heat capacity measure-
ments were made before and after the titration, which consisted of four 
additions of 0.100 ml. aliquots of titrant at three to five minute in-
tervals. Since the heat capacity changed only slightly during a run, 
the two heat capacity measurements were aver~ged to determine the 
energy change of the system. 
To determine the magnitude of the pen deflection, d, for each 
addition, the recorded. temperature base lines were extrapolated back to 
the mid~point of the inflection. The distance between the points of 
intersection of a.vertical line through the midpoint of the inflection 
with the base lines was taken to be equal to d. This distance, in 
centimeters, multiplied by the heat capacity, in calories per centi-
meter, gives the number of calories change for each increment of ti-
trant. A schematic drawing of an enthalpogram is shown in Figure 3. 
Performance of the calorimeter was checked by measuring the heat 
of neutralization of 9.643 x 10-3 M HCl.with 1.240 M NaOH as titrant. 
A value of -13.33 ± 0.04 kcal,/mole (the uncertainty is given as the 
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Figure 3. Schematic ·Diagram of a Typical Enthal,pogram 
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average deviation for five runs) at 25° was obtained after correcting 
for the heat of dilution, which agrees to within 0.1% of the value of 
-13~34 kc:aL/mole reported by Hale, Izatt, and Ch+istensen49 • 
The Ultrasonic Apparatus 
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The pulse technique can be used in the frequency range 1-300 MHz. 
Since the absorption is proportional to the square of the frequency, 
the absorption is very small below 1 MHz. At very high frequencies, 
the efficiency of the crystal transducer is greatly reduced. The equip-
ment used in this study has a frequency range of 5 to 75 MHz, 
The Electronic System 
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 4. The signal 
is initiated by a square wave pulse generator supplying two output 
pulses at about 60 pulses per second which are separated by a variable 
delay. The two pulses are identical in amplitude and polarity. The 
first pulse drives a pulse amplifier which supplies approximately 500 
volts amplitude to the transmitters, These in turn put out 150 volts 
peak to peak into a circuit impedance of 75 ohms to drive a crystal 
transducer. Th~-second pulse drives a transistor pulse amplifier, 
This pulses a particular comparison pulse oscillator, and the output 
from the selected unit is passed through a set of precision attenuators. 
The outputs of the receiving transducer and the attenuators are com-
bined in a passive addition circuit and taken to a video amplifier. 
The resultant signal is the,n displayed on an oscilloscope, Tektronix 
536, equipped for fast rise time. 
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The Mechanical System 
The mechanical system is pictured in Figure .5. It consists of 
three parallel stainless steel.platforms anchored to a stainless steel 
back. On the lower platform is positioned a table, fastened by a 
spring through the center and two spin off.nuts on either side. The 
table is supported by three adjustable leveling feet, and is actually 
a large chuck into which a quartz rod can be inserted, electrical con-
tacts with the rod being made on the sides of the chuck and through 
the bottom by a spring leaf assembly; the external connection is made 
through a BNC connector mounted.on the side of the table. The center 
platform has a moveable chuck (electrical, connections. through the 
sides and base) tensioned by springs so as to maintain position if 
moved vertically. The upper platform has.a micrometer firmly mounted 
above the upper chuck. The micrometer moves the upper chuck through 
an intermediate stainle~s steel ball to achieve calibrated vertical mo~ 
tion of the receiver transducer. 
The Transducer AssembJ:x. 
Two delay rods of Spectrosil B g,rade·fused quart~ were obtained 
from Thermal Syndicates Ltd •. , England. The emitter and· lower rod has 
the sp,ecifications, length - 80 mm ± LO mm, diameter - 30 mm ± 0 .5 mm, 
one end ground to a taper 1 the semi angle being 5 degrees leaving the 
diameter of one end 24 mm. The tapered end fits a water jacket. The 
detector rod dimensions are 80 ± 1 mm in length and 20 mm± 0.5 mm in 
diameter. Both cylinders have end faces optically flat to 1/4 of the 
wavelength of gr,sen light and are parallel toi 6 seconds of arc. 
Each rod was platim1m plated on one end.and to approximately 30mm 
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Figure 5 . Mechanical System 
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alqng the side by repeated application and'heating to 700 oc of Liquid 
Bright, Pl~tinum (DuPont 117447) until.a conducting surface of.approxi-
mately 1 ohm re113istijncebetween face·and side was achieved. 
The· piezoelectric transducer elements, are X-:cut. crystals. with .. a 
fundamental,resonant.frequency of 5000 KHz·with a toleranceof ± 70 KHz 
(Marconi's W. T. Co. 1 Ltd.). The crystals were attached to the delay 
rods using hot paraffin wax~-the crystals being "rung· in" until there 
was-essentia],ly a _monomolecular bond between.the crystal and rod. The-
outer face of the crystal was,.coated wi'!=h liquid ·silver conducting 
paint to ac.hieve electrical contact.-. The rods were checked for excess 
attenuation due to poor bonding and the, "ringing in'' process repeated 
until the lowest value of.attenuation was obtained. 
Experimental ,Procedure. 
The-solution under study was placed.in th'[! thermostated cell~ 
The.-delay rods were made parallel by adjusting the _lower table until 
the first pulse displayed on the oscilloscope·was max;i.mized.at every 
frequency. This.was done with the quartz rods.near-maximum separation.· 
The,-transmitter pulse was.tuned to a.maximum at a given frequency. To 
check.that~the compa:r;ison·pulse generator was operating at the same· 
frequency, . the two pulses . were. overlapped, and· the comparison pulse · 
frequency tuned until beating was observed in the oscilloscope display. 
It _was not possible· to. measl,lre the precise separation·· of the . delay 
rods so the total sound absorbed, in decibels, was measured as a.func-
tion of the change in separation, in centimeters. More precisely, a 
reading was-takenby selecting a value onthe precision attenuators 
which gave.a suitable height fqr the comparison pulse. The transmitted 
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pulse was ~tched to the same h~ight with the micrometer d:rive of the. 
mechanical system. Where possible, seven-measurements of attenuation 
anddistance were.taken in replicate. The sound absorption coefficient, 
aT~in decibels.per centimeter, for each frequency was obtained from the 
slope of the plot of,distance versus attenuation. 
For the measurement of rate constants as a function of temperature 
a dual reservoir.temperature control system was used. For studies at 
0 5 an·insulated, copper-lined tank of 11'.J 120 liters volume was main-
o· tained at...., 4.5 by means of electrical refrigeration. Water from 
this tan~ was.circulated through an external copper tubing coil placed 
in a polystyrofoam tank of ,-,,32 liters volume. Stirring of the large 
tank and.circulation of.coolant was accomplished·by.means of a.variable 
flow, impeller-type pump (Flotec R2Bl-1000). Water in the smaller tank 
was.heated as necessary and. circulated around the reaction cell by a 
Bronwell Constant Temperature Circulator. The temperature was main-
taine.,ii, to ± O .• 05.- degrees at all temperatures. 
The smaller tank.containing the peripheral apparatus was covered 
by.the same polystyrofoam.material and the system sealed as.tightly 
as. posj;,ible. 0 At 45 · no external cooling was necessary due to normal 
heat loss.es to the surroundings. The reaction cell itself. was wrapped 
in.insulating material and all connections-were covered.with Armstrong 
Armaflex insulating tubing •. 
It was found that·approximately thirty minutes were required for 
the 20-25. ml. of sample solution in the: cell to come to. thermal equi-
librium •. To.reduce the loss of solvent by evaporation during this 
equilibration period (esp. at 45°), modeling clay was used to seal the 
cetl with the receiving trapsducer element placed in the position of 
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minimum separation. During a typical determination of aT as a function 
of frequency the receiving transducer element was always moved such as 
to increase the distance of separation, thereby maintaining better 
thermal equilibrium between the delay rod and the solution. A series 
of duplicate measurements at all six frequencies could usually be made 
within 45-60 minutes. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL AND TREATMENT OF DATA 
Solutions,for Calorimetry 
Lantha"P,ide nitra.te·hydrates·of·99.9% -purity .(American Pota.sh·and 
ch,~ca.l Co.) wei;-e used in.the preparation of,approximately 0,05F solu-
tipns, Cation concentration was detel'Ii).ined by titration of·th~ nitric 
acid, .produced by cation exchange, on str,ongly acidic, Dowex 50 W-X8 ~ 
20-50 i;nesh resin, with standard sodium hydroxide. The concen~ration 
of the stock soditim sulfate .. tit rant solution was ·,determined gravimet-
rically as barium sulfate to be 0.6411F, 
Calorimetric.Data. 
The, energy change in the calorimeter· for·· the reaction 
3+ 2- · + Ln (aq) · +. SO 4 . · (aq) ~ LnSO 4 . (aq) +. Qcal _ (15) 
in dilute solution consists of two main parts. The observed energy 
change, Qcal' is the summation of.Qdil~ the.heat of dilution of the 
Na2so4 titrant; and,Qrx' the·h~at of complex formation, and may.be 
writtep 
(16) 
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+ Contributions from the heat of dilut,ion of the Lnso4 complex and the 
heat of dilution of lanthanide nitrate were considered to be insignif-
icantly small since the total increase in volume was only 0.400 ml. 
Qdil was determined to 1:>e 0.65 kcal./mole endothermic by titration of 
the Na2so4 stock solution into a NaN03 solution of similar ionic 
strength to that of the Ln(N03) 3• After this work was completed, at-
tention was drawn to the need to correct for the heat of association 
of Naso4-, which would be different in the dilution and complexation 
experiments50 • The correction would not be very large since the total 
-3 
sodium sulfate added was only 0,256 x 10 mole, A calculation, which 
was necessarily very approximate because of the high ionic strength 
of the titrant, showed that the difference in the heat change on 
adding Na2so4 to NaN03 and to Ln(N03) 3 was at most only 0.2 kcal/mole. 
0 Thecomputed 6.HT values could therefore be approximately 0.2 kcal/mole 
more endothermic than for those calculated where the correction had 
been made. + In the presence of the very stable Lnso4 complexes the 
concentration of .. NaSO 4 - would be very small and could be neglected in 
the material balance equations. 
+ The concentration of the 1:1 complex, Lnso4 , was calculated from 
the material balance equations for total sulfate 
a = 
and total metal 
m = + 
+ [LnSO +]. 4 
+ [LnS04 ] 
(17) 
(18) 
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and from the thermodynamic stability·eonstant expression 
where yi is tqe mean activi~y coefficient of the ion of charge i. From 
the measured pH.of the solution·and'the dis~ocil;ltion constant of HS04-, 
the. conc,ntratio'Q, of bisulfate. ion was· calculated ··tci 'be. insignificantly 
small. Coneequently, the proton released by displacement of the equi ... 
librium i ,· 
:·,i 
(20) 
to the right, by removal of sulfate.ion on complexing, is ,negligible. 
and·no correction to the.measured heat.was neces~ary. The stability 
10 
con~tants fr~:n;n co,;,.ductimetric experiments were used ; undetermined. 
constants were obtained by interpolatio~. Mean activity coefficient~ 
were calculated by stan4ard iteration to constant·y1 around equations 
(17), (18), and (19), the expression for ionic . strength. (21) , 
(21) 
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and th, Davies equation (22), where·zi·is tl\e charge on 
(22) 
t~e ion i (see Appendix A for computer program). The Bjerr.um distance,· 
0 
q, for ion pair formation is 21.4 A·for a 3:2 electrolyte in aqueous 
0 0 0 
solution at 25 so the usual a value of 3~5 A is probably too small. 
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0 0 An arbitrary value of.a (--8.86 A) equal to the sum of the ionic radii 
plus two water molecule diameters, was used:to be cons:j.ste'l;lt with the 
kinetic .model 41 • 
0 
This a value is perhaps.a little too large in that 
0 
an g value of 7.3 A was found to give the best results for the stabil-
52 ity constant of the lanthanum cobalticyanide 1:1 complex • However, 
0 
the calculated heats differed by·only 6% when g values of 5.0 A and· 
0 
8.86 A were used in the present work (see equation. (41) for evaluation 
of B). 
10 Altho1,1gh the stability constant data could be in error by as 
much as 15%, since the.cond1,1ctimetric measurements were made on solu-
tions of stoichiometJ;'ic ion concentrations .. and tlle formation of a 
higher sulfate complex is possible, it was found th.at changing the 
value of Kin.the calculations by as m1,1ch as 30% (literature values 
for KEuSO + are 3.63 x 103 and 5.25 x 103 respectively12) caused less 
4 
than 1.0% change in the, calc1,1lated values for 6.H. Izatt. and co-
ll 
workers had, in a much more elegant treatment of data from entropy 
titration experiments, previously arrived at .. the same· conclusion, that 
as K becomes very large 6.H becomes independent of the value of K. 
Consequently, using their stability constants for the lanthanide mono-
sulfates made essentially no difference to the calculated.6.H values. 
Higher complexation was avoided by keeping tlle lanthanide ion in ex-
cess, at least.SO:!; over sulfate, There is no evidence in the liter-
ature for the existence of Ln2sof+ or higher complexes, On the aver-
age, only 15% of the analytical metal ion concentration was in complex 
form while approximately 97% of the total sulfate.ion was complexed. 
An attempt was.made to determine the stability constant f<;>r Ndso4+ 
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independ~mtly by a. corresponding solutions ·analysis· of: the heat of 
formation as.a fun~tion·of·concentration. However,· the,stabi.lit;y con.,. 
stant is too large to make such an.analysis practical. Nevertheless, 
some. confidence in the· use· of· the· empirical equation' {22) ·· to calculate 
activity coefficients was gained from the fact th~t the heats·of.com-. 
plexation were reproducible from measurements·at different.metal, con.:.. 
centrations, The·uncertainty·in LiH is estimated from the standard 
deviation to be ± o.4 kcal/mole. A typical set:.of experimental data 
are given for terbiUf!l sulfate in Table I. The heats of complexation 
for all the systems are given in Table II. A sample calculation illus-
0 trating how Lill.r is obtained fro.m the experimental. data· is· given. below 
for the data of Table I on terbium sulfate~, 
TABLE I 
Terbium Sulfate 
CTb = 0.0526 ?; CSO =r 0.6411 F; Heat capacity, he = 0;178 caL/cm.;. 
4 
[TbS04+]Total = 0.758 x 10-2 F; LiHdil. Na2so4 = 0~65.kcal./mole~ 
Volume · {ml.) 
32.48 
32.58 
32.68 · 
32~78, 
32.88. 
Pen Displacement d.{cm.) 
1.72 
1.65 · 
1.70 
1.66. 
q . = d xii (cal) 
cal · c 
0.306 
0.294 
0.303 
0.295 
TABLE II 
ENTHALPIES·OF COMPLEXATION OF YTTRIUM AND THE LANTHANIDE MONOSULFATES· 
Total 8Ho 0 2 Volume 103F[MS04+] Heat Capacity Deflection 
Mean b.H Q=h x D(cal.) --corr --corr Ion 10 F.CM (ml.) h (cal/cm.) D(cm.) (kcal/mole) (kcal/mole) c 
c 
La 5.44 32. 95 . 7 .57 0.171 6.19 1.06 3.60 
5.44 33.12 7 .53 0.174 6.03 1.05 3.56 
5 .44 - 33. 34 7.48 0.171 5.81 1.00 3 .. 34 3.50 
Ge 4.88 33.27 7.44 0 •. 112 6.64 1.14 3.98 
4.88 33.40 7.41 0.176 6 .34 · 1.12 3.87 -
4.88 · 33.11 7.48 0.170 6.00 1.02 3.48 3.78 
Pr 4 .54 · 33.11 7.52 0.176 6.02 1.06 3.63 
4.54 32.88 7.52 0.174 6.78 1.18 4.13 
4 .54 · 32.88 7.52 0.171 . 6.72 1.15 4.00 3.92 
Nd 4.54. 32.88 7.52 0.173 7.27 1.26 4.44 
4.54 32.88 7.52 0.174 6~52 1.13. 3.93. 
4.54 · 32.88 7.52 0.180 6.67 1.20 4.19 
2.27 32,98 8.73 0.170 8.07 1.37 4.11 · 
1.14. 32.98 7.32 0.161 7.08 1.14 4.08 4.15 
~ 
0 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Total tiH0 0 
102F .CM. Volume 103F[MS04+] Heat Capacity Deflection 
Mean ilH 
Ion Q=h x D(cal.) --corr --corr (ml.) h (cal/cm.)· D(cm.) :C (kcal/mole) (kcal/mole) c .. 
Sm 5.20 32.88 7.59 0.173 6.56 1.14 3.91 
5.20 32.88 7.59 0.175 7.56 1.32 4.66 
5.20 32.88 7.59 0.172 7.38 1.27 4.45 4.34 
Eu 4. 79. 32.88 7.55 0.175 7.56 1.32 4.67 
4.79 32.88 7.55 0.168 6.85 1.15 3.99 
4.79 32.88 7.55 1.167 · 6.53 1.09 3.74 4.13 
Gd 4. 72 32.88 · 7.55 0.177 6.52 1.16 4.01 
2.40 32.88 7.16 0.175 6.73 1.18 4.19 
4. 72. 32.88 7.55 0.178 6.61 1.18 4.10 4.10 
Tb 5.26 32.88 7.58 0.166 6.94 1.15 3.97 
5.26 32.88 7.58 0.178 6 • 73. 1.20 4.15 
5.26 32,88 7.58 0.175 6.54 1.15 3.95 4.02 
Dy 5.12 · 32.88 7.55 0.166 6.12 1.02 3.43 
5.12 32.88 7.55 0.169 6 .31. 1.06 3.63 
5.88. 32.88 7.54 0.169 6.40 1.08 3.67 3.58 
.i::-, 
I-' 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Total l\Ho 0 2 Volume 1.03F[MS04+] Heat Capa~ity Deflection 
Mean l\H, 
Q=h x D(cal.) --corr --corr Ion 10:F.~ (ml.) h (cal/cm.) D(cm.) (kcal/mole) (kcal/mole) c c . 
Ho 4.63 32.88 7.50 0.173 6 .OS . 1.05 3.60 
.·,. 4.~3 
· '32.,£8 .1 .• so 0.166 6.39 1.06 3.65 
4.63 32.88 7 .so 0.164 6.06 0.99 3.37 3.54 
Er 3.89 32.88 7.41 0.168 6.59 1.10 3.88 
3.89 32.88 7.41 0.164 5.87 0.96 3.31 
3.89 32.88 7.41 0.163 5.42 0.88 2.98 3.39 
Tm 4.47 32.88 7.48 0.163 5.61 0.92 · 3.07 . 
4.47. 32.88 7.48 0.166 5.88 0.97 3.31 
4.47 32.88 7.48 0.164 5.56 0.92 3~07 3.15 · 
Yb 3.36 32.88 7.32 0.162 5.26 0.85 .. 2.90 
3.36 32.88 7 .32 0.164 5.34 0.88 2.99 
3.36 32.88 7 .32 · 0.160 5.19 0.83 2.81 2.90 
Lu 4.35 32 .88 · 7.47 0.169 6.57 1.11 3.87 
4.35 32.88 7.47 0.174 6.00 1.04 3.60 
4.35 32,88 7 .47 . 0.164 s. 71 0.93 3.15 3.54 
~ 
N 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Total, 
2 Volume !03F[MS04+] H~at Capacity Deflection Ion 10 F.CM (mL) h (cal/cm.) D(cm.) 
c 
y 4.84 32.88 7 .44 · 0.169 6.09 
4.84 32.88 7.44 0.161 5. 71 
4.84 · 32.88 7.44 0.161 5.80 
AHO 
Q=h. x D(cal.) -..corr 
,C (kcal/mole) 
1.03 3.56 
0.92 3.11 
0.93 3.17 
0 Mean AH· 
--corr 
(kcal/mole) 
3.28 
~ 
w 
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Sample Calculatiqn 
To 32.48· ml~ of 0.0526 F 'Tb(N03)3 a total of 0.400 ml. of 0.6411 
F Jqa2so4 was added'producing a total pen,deflection of 6.73 cm. The 
average heat capacity for this.run 'Was determined to be,0.178 cal/cm. 
The to.tal ;number of ·. caloJ;"ies abso:r;-bed. was 
(23) 
=· 6.73 cm x.0.178 cal/cm = 1.198 cal. 
The· concentration of complex; [Tbso4 +], .was calcul,ate4 to be o. 758 x 
10-2 M, thu1:1 
llH. = 1.198 cal/(0~758·x·10~2 mol/R.·x 0.03288 R.) 
= 4, 80 .. kcal/mole. 
The heat of. dilution of the Na2so 4 titra,nt was ·O ~ 65 .kcal/mole, :there-
fore, · 
6.Ht = 4. 80 O. 65 = 4 .15 kcal/mole, 
Solutions for Kinetics · 
Rare earth.oxides with a purity of 99.9% (Americ;an Potash aQ.d 
Chemi~a.l,·Co.) ·were used in.the preparation-of:the correeiponding .hy-:-
drated rare earth sulfates. The oxides,were dissolved, in 6N HCl and 
then 6N H2so4 _was added to.yield a quantitative amount of the sulfate~ 
The· sulfates were then precipitated ·by. the additi.on of a large e;x.:cess 
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of absolute ethyl alcohol. After removal of excess alcohol, the sul-
fates .we.re analyzed for cation exchange on strongly acidic Dowex 50W-X8, 
20-50 mesh. resin. The resulting soh1tions were titrated to the phenol-
phthalein end point with standardized sodium hydroxide. 
The salts were weighed as'the 8-hydrate and stock solutions of 
approximately 0.02 M prepared; other concentrations were obtained by 
dilution. Th~ concentrations were analyzed by cation exchange as be-
fore. Five mL aliquots of the solutions were passed.through columns 
loaded with strongly acidic Dowex 50W-X8, 20-50 mesh resin and washed 
with 150 ml. of deionized water. The resulting sulfuric acid was 
titrated to the phenolphthalein end point with standardized sodium 
hydroxide. 
Velocity of Sound in Water. 
In ol;'der to determine the wavelength.of.sound·at each·temperature, 
for each of.the six frequencies, it was necessary to measure the veloc-
ity. The "beating" of superimposed pulses, which hayetravelled 
through the l.iquid a different number of times, can be used to measure 
the wavelength, 11., of . the ultrasonic wave in tlw liquid53 • The veloci-
ty, c, in meters per second, is obtained from c =.11.f, where 11. is the 
wavelength.in meters per cycle and f is.the frequency.in cycles per 
second. The beats are space rather than time beats in the sense that 
the pulse goes through.consecutive maxima and minima when.the liquid 
path length is changed. A satisfactory condition is realized by 
broadening the pulse so that the end of the direct pulse radiated from 
the. oscillator (A) beats with the first ultrasonic pulse (B), which 
has travelled through the liquid once. A schematic diagram of the 
46 
oscilloscope· trace is shown in .. Figure 6. The difference in the micro-
meter readings between two adjacent.maxima equals the ultrasonic wave-
length~ because the phase of the oscillat;ions within the radiated pulse 
A 
Figure 6. Oscilloscope Trace. A - direct pulse radiated from 
oscillator; B - first ultrasonic·pulse; C - second 
ultra.sonic pulse which has undergone. double re-:-
flec tion in the liquid. 
remains constant while that of the ultrasonic pulse picke~ up by the 
0 
receiving crystal goes through 360 each time the path length is 
changed by one wavelength. Alternately, the first a.nd second 0 'piJ,lses of 
the wave train may also be used. The first pulse (B) having travelled 
through the liquid· once, while the second. (G) travels th:i;-ough the .. 
liquid three times. If the liquid path length is x cm for B, then the 
difference in ultrasonic path length for pulses Band C is 2x, so that, 
successive maxima occur for changes in the micrometer reading equal to 
47 
'>../2~ 
The accur•cy of velocity measurement1:1·depends upon how·many bei!tS 
can. be· co1,1nted. before t}i.e absorption ,of' the liqu_id or the, separation 
of,the inter~ering pul,ses makes them indistinct., All-velocity measure-
ments were.made.at 25 MHz·and at.least 50 beats.were.counted in deter-
mining the wave+ength. The·values of the velocity at s0 , 25°, and 45° 
are· calculated from c · = ·· (Ax) (frequency) /no. beats and· are given in 
Table III. Th~se values agree in.all cases.to within.0.2% of those 
54 
reported by Randall. from measurements at. 750 Kc .• · 
TABLE III 
VELOClTY OF SOUND AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 
O· Temp., C 
5 
25 
45 
--
c, meters/se~ond 
1425 
1500 
1540 
Determination o'f S·tability Constants 
In sound absorption exper~ments priority has been given to:those 
systems which have prev.iously been chara.cterized · by ·oth,er methods from 
the point of view.of the equilibrium constant pf the complete reaction, 
~· For the.lanthanide sulfates this information was.available only 
10 
at 25° 0 0 Values of K.r ai 5 and 45. for ,the ions Ce(III) throug}:l 
Ho(III) 0 were calculate,d,from th~. known K.r,values at 25 and the enthal-
pies of comple,c:ation, A~, ineasured c~lorimetrically13 under conditions 
48 
34 35 
similar to the kinetic experiments. ' , using·. the fai:niliar van' t . Hoff. 
Isochore .. expression 
d (log K.r) 
d(l/T) = -6.Ht/2;303R (24) 
The assumption is made that the enthalpy .is.constant·over the tempera.,. 
ture range. 0 A.non-constant ti.HT would lead to curvature in the plot of· 
log K.r versus 1/T which would. b:1troduce some error into· the calculated 
55 
values of K.r· Su~h curvatu.re has indeed been reported for CrNCS2+ 
2+ 56 
and Co(NH3) 5Cl complexes, However, both are outer-sphere com-
plexes and there is go9d reason to believe that it is a consequence of 
a purely long-range electrostatic intel;'action. Moreover, from the 
li k h A~·· 0 ' ' 1{_11 , 13 hi. hd f 1 ear er remar t at ,.LT 1.s 1.nsens1.t1.ve to ---r ·, t s met o . o ca -
culating K.r at different temperatures IIJ,ightwell make the difference 
between a calculated.KT.and an experimentally measured~ inconsequen-
tial. 0 The calculations are based on the assumption of a constant ti.HT 
and as such it should be appreciated that the results and observations 
made on the results are limited by this approximation until a more. 
direct measure of the stability constants are made. Values for these 
constants for the salts studied are given in Table IV; 
Kinetic Data. 
The attenuation of a plane progressive wave traversing a solution 
is given by the equation 
(25) 
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.TABLE IV· 
STABILITY CONSTANTS AS A FUNCTION OF T~ERATURE 
~ x 10 -3 
Salt/'.l'emp 50 25° 45° 
CeJ+ 2.44 3.85 5.74 
Pr3+ 2.59 4.17 6.32 
Nd3+ 2.62 4.35 6.74 
Sm 3+ 2.69 4.55 7.21 
Eu3+ 2.75 4.55 7.06 
Gd.3+ 2. 77 4,55 7 •. 03 
TbJ+ 2.65 4.32 6.61 
Dy3t 2.65 4.08 5.97 
3+ Ho · 2.51 3.85 .. 5.60 
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where I is the sou~d intensity at distance x, 10 is the sound intensity 
at distance zero, and or.Tis the absorption coefficiez:it of the solution, 
The experimentally measured absorption is aT and a..h · , due to chemical 
. c em 
relaxation, is obtained by subtracting the.solvent contribution, aH O 
2 
a.chem = (26) 
Equation (26) implies strict additivity o;f absorption contributions, 
The· addition of·. a solute to a solvent .• can decrease· the ·observed absorp-
tion due to t"Q.e solvent even in moderately.dilute solutions. This 
means an error.is introduced in·treating the absc;,rption of electrolytes 
in solut:~on as the sum of the absorption due· to.· the solvent and that 
due to the chemical relaxation processes~ In most instances.where 
chemical, relaxation is involved, the overall,absorption is considerably 
greater than that for the solvent alone and the error introduced is 
small, Measurements are expressed as.absorption per wavelength µA or 
a. A where A is determined by the ratio ct/f and ct is the velocity 
chem w. w 
0 
of sound. in pure water at t · C. In dilute. solutions·. the sound velocity 
t does·not change markedly from c. , 
. w 
The maximum of a.relaxation curve may·not always·be observed with-
in the available.frequency rangebecause theoretically a complete 
single relaxation occurs over one decade in frequency.· The curve could 
be extrapolated to give a rough estimate of the maximum frequency, 
however, a more quantitative result is obtained if the equation for 
chemical relaxation 
51 
= 
A' + B' (27) 
L+ (f/f ) 2 
c 
;i.s used.· where B' is the absorption due to the solvent and A' is the 
amplitude of the chemical absorption~ Equation (27) can be rearranged 
to read 
or 
but since B' 
= 
2 Ci. 
a /f - B' :::; -( T T 
A' + B' 
- B1 f 2 
f 2 
c 
) 
B1 f 2 +-.-· 
f 2 
c 
+ A' 
2 
= a.H 0/f 
2 
the expression can be.further simplified to 
2 
Ci. .h /f c ero = /f 2 + A' - a.chem c 
A plot of the left hand side versus ah gives A' as the intercept 
c em 
(28) 
2 
and -1/f as the slope and.hence the,characte+istic relaxation fre-
e 
quency f • It was found, however, that scatter in the data.on such a 
c 
plot provided e"Q.ough lat;i.tude to draw more than one·straight line. A 
least-squares solution was not considered desirable for curve fitting 
$ince more emphas;i.s was generally placed on data points.in the immedi-
ate v;i.cinity of the.maximum frequency. Consequently estimates off 
c 
from equation (28) were used in. equation (7), the theoretical relaxa-
tion curve expression, to·· get the best fit of the observed and. calcu-
lated ah A values. 
c em 
Tables V-XII give the values for a /£ 2 for 
chem 
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all of the solutions studiedo Representative plots of a /f2 versus 
chem· 
d ( ) 1 ff S So + 5.0 h a h an log a h A versus og or m 4 at ,,1re s own in c em c em 
Figures 7 and 8. 
The Reaction Mechanism 
The analysis of the data is based on the three~step complex for-
O h ' 41 mation mec anism 
(29) 
[ 3+ 2-] I'. k34 Ln so2 (aq) [ 3+ 2-] Ln (H20)S04 (aq) 
For a complete kinetic solution the spectra should consist of three 
relaxations corresponding to the.three steps of the mechanism, with 
corresponding relaxation times given by the equations 
= (30) 
= 
k I 
2 f = k + ( ,12 ,, ) k 
n cII 32 k12 + k21 23 
(31) 
= 
k I 
2 f = k ( 23 . ) k 
n cIII 43 + k23 ' + k32 34 
(32) 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 -
35 -
55 
75· 
f(MHz) · 
5 
15 
2~ 
35 
55 
7~ 
f(Mllz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 · 
75 
TABLE V· 
--
MEASUREJ,)·CHEMlCAL ABSORP'rION AS A FUNCTION OF 
FREQUENCY·~ CONCEN~RATION FOR Ce/S04) 3 
. 2 
2 16 db•sec ~ h /f· x 10 . 
c em, cm. 
0.01617 F 
324 •.. 
175. ·' 
93._4 
60. 7 ·, 
28.8· 
17.7 
0.01617 F 
168. · 
121, 
86.4 · 
67 ~ 3 · 
36.6 
21~3·. 
0.02048 F 
268~ 
172~ 
102~ 
66.8 
31.6 
19.1, 
25° 
0.01078 F 
108 •. 
83.5 
59.'2 
'42 •. 0 
22.4 
14.3 :. 
0.01536 F 
· 204. 
135. 
78.7 
so.a 
23.6 
14.3 
53 
0.00539 F 
64.0 
50.2 
n.o 
21;1 
9.4 
1 •. a 
0.01024 F 
132 •. 
88.4, 
53.4 
33.5· 
16.1 
9 ._2 
f (MJiz) 
5 
15 ,, 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
T~LE VI 
MEA,SVRED CHEMICAL AB~ORPTION AS · A FUN_CTION OF 
FREQUENCY ANO CON(:ENTRATION FOR Pr2(so4) 3 
2 
x 1016 db•sec 
2 
a /£ 
chem cm 
50 
0.01960 F. 0.01470 F 
664. · 512. · 
258. 194, 
124 •.. 90.9· 
68,.9 so.a 
32.9 22~5· 
21.5 13.9 
.. 
25° 
0.01470 F 0.00980 F 
308. 216, 
172. 120. 
101. 68.8 
65.6 43.9· 
32.3" 22 ~1 .. 
19.8· 12.9 
45° 
0,01470 F 0.00980.F .. 
144 .• 124. 
110. ' 80.0 .. 
83.7 60,2 
65.9 45. 7 ·. 
38.7· 26.3 
24. 7 · 14.9 .·. 
54 
0.00980 F 
376 •. 
136. · 
61.0 
34,6 
14.8 
8.4 
0.00490 F 
60.0 
45~3 
33.6 
25.2 
13.5 
8.0 
f.(MHz), 
5 
1~ 
25 
35 
55. 
?5 
f (MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f (MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
TABLE·vu 
MEASURED CHEMICAL ABSORPTION ASA.FUNCTION OF 
FREQUENCY· AND· CONCENTRATION FO.R Nd2 (SO 4) 3 _ 
I 2 1016 2 db-•sec a. h f x 
- . c em ·cm· 
5 0 
0.02034.·F 0.01,26 :f, . 
596. 488. 
295, 219. 
150. 111.-
85.4 59 • .3 
43.3 · 26.5: 
25. 7 .. 18.6 .... 
25° 
0.01526 F 
260. 
171. 
108. 
74.2 
37. 7. 
2~.5 
45° 
0,01526 F O r01017 F _ 
148~ . 72.0 
105 •. 73.7· 
81.3 56.6 
68.1 46.3 
43.6 2~~2 
27.0 16~5 ... 
55 
0.01017 F 
344. 
156. 
73.0 
40.9 
18~2 . 
11.3 · 
0.00508 F 
116. 
61.8 
36 .9. 
23.7 
12.9· 
8,6 
0,00508 F 
60.0 
42,7 
31.4 
26.0 
14.3 
8.8 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f (MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55. 
75 
TABLE VIII 
MEASURED CHEMICAL ABSORPTION AS A FUNCTION OF 
FREQUENCY . AND CONCENTRA'rION FOR Sm2 ( SO 4 )3 
2 16 db•sec 2 
ah /f x 10 
c em . cm 
50 
0.00949 F. 0 .004 74 :F ... 
208. 151. 
150. 81.3 
102. 52.2· 
68.9 34.0 
34.4 16.6 
20.4· 10.0. 
25° 
0.00976 F 0!004~~. F:.': ... 
105. 73.6 
91.6 52.0 
72.8 38~6 
53.9 29.1 
33.7 16.5 
19,l. 10.5 
45° 
0.01460 F 0.00976F 
160. 80.0 
71.1 53.5 · 
63.6 43,7 
52.5 37.0 
39.0 25.4 
25.4 16,8 
56 
0.00237 F 
69.2 
44.4 
25,1 
15. 8 
7, 7 
5.8 
0!00244 F 
43.6 
28.9 
19~5 
13.6 
7.5 
4.4 
0.00488 F 
64.0 
37.4 
24 .5. 
20.8 
13. 2 ·. 
8.5 
f (MHz), 
5 
· 15 
25 '. 
35 
55 
75 
f (MHz) 
5 
15 
2.5 
35 
55, 
75 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
TABLE IX 
MEASUR.ED·CHEMICAL ABS0RPTION ASA _FUNCTION OF 
FREQUENCY ANO CONCENTRATION FOR Eu2(so4)3 
/f2. 1016 db•sec 
2 
a x · · 
chem cm 
5 0 
0~02002,F 0. 01502 : F .. , . 
- ~ . . 
378. 304 i · 
272. 203. 
174 •. 131. 
128. · 84.8 
63.1 41 •. 8 
37.1 24 .O e ... 
25° 
0,01502 _F 
160. 
125. 
93,6 
74.8 
45.6 
29.Q 
4.'.?o 
0~01502 F· O~Q+OOlJl\,,,, , 
140, 52.0 
73.3 54.4 
62.4 40,5 
54.4. 40~0 
39.0 26.5 
27.8 16.5. 
57 
O.Ol,001, F 
218. 
150. 
83.5-
58.4 
32.4 
18.3 
0.00500 F 
so.a 
49~8 
33.8 
25.4 
15.2· 
9~5 
0.00569 F 
40.2 · 
34,0 
28.5 
24.3 
16.2 
10.9 
58 
TABLE .X. 
MEASURED CHEMICAL ABSORPTION AS A FUNCTION OF 
FREQUENCY AND CONCENTRATION FOR Gd2(so4)3 
/f2·x 1016 db•sec 
2 
Q.chem . · . cm 
50 
f(MHz) 0.01528 F 0.01019 F 0.00510 F 
·-· 
5 288. 208. 80.0 
15 194. 136. 56.4 
25 130. 88.8 33.1 
35 73.4 53.0- 20. 7 
55 38.0 27.1 9.8 
75 21.5 15.8 4~9 
25° 
f (MHz) 0.01528 F 
5 180. 
15 · 128. 
25 93.0 
35 70.,8 
55 43.5-
75 25.5 
45° 
f (MHz) 0.01528 F 0.010+9:F: 0.00510 F 
5 80.0 76.0 68.0 
15 74.2 59.1 31.6 
25 66.2 48 •. 2 26.1 
35 57 ._1 4i.4 22.9 
5$ 40.2 27.1 14.0 
75 28.2 19.2 9.5 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f (MHz) 
5 
15. 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f (MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
TABLE XI 
MEASURED CHEMICAL ABSORPTION AS A FUNCTION OF 
FREQUENCY AND CONCENTRATION FOR Tb2(so4)/5 
/f2 x 1016 db•sec 
2 
~chem cm 
50 
0.01008 F .0!00,?43,F,: .... 
208. 116. 
126. 65.3 
71.0 37 ~9. 
42.3 20.0 
15.2 10.5 
:1.:L.Z 6.2 
25° 
0,01500. F .. 
192. 
140. 
91.2 
63.8 
36.8 
20.6 
45° 
0.01551 F 0.01008.F 
120.0 97.0 
84.9 75.1 
72.5 47~0 
60.2 37.6 
31.7 22.6 
25.8 15.8 ... 
59 
0.00310 F 
40.:1. 
18.4 
9.1 
5.4 
2.8 
2 .o. 
0.00499 F 
103, 
57.6 
34.6 
22,3-
11.2 
7.4· 
0.00543 F 
50.0 
34.7 
30.6 
21.4 
12,6 
7.1 
f (MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
f(MHz) 
5 
15 
25 
35 
55 
75 
TABLE XII 
MEASURED CHEMICAL ABSORPTION AS A.FUNCTION OF 
FREQUENCY AND CONCENTRATION FOR Dy2(so4)3 
a ;t2 x 1016 db•sec 2 
chem cm 
50 
0.02023 F 0.01517,F,,.-, .. · 
668. 404. 
206. 159. 
96.3 73.0 
56.1 41.3 
26.3 18;2 
13.2 10. 7 - - . 
25° 
0,01517 F 
310. 
158. 
85.6 
53.6 
27.3 
15.9 
45° 
0.01517 F 0.01012 F. 
124. · 116. 
113. 78.2 
79.0 53.9 
57.2 41.0 
32.8 22.6 
19.9 13,9 
. 60 
0.01012 F 
304 i. 
107. 
48.8 
25~5 
li.4 
6.6 
o.oq5o6 F 
108. 
43.6 
27.5 
20.8 
11.8 
7.1 
-fl 
-
N 
cJ 
(I) 
{I) 
. 
..0 
"O 
-
240 
180 
160 _ 
D 
140. 
Figure.7~ 
0 0.00949F 
D 0.00474F 
• 
0.00237F 
8 10 - 12 14 
ex h (db/cm) c em 
2 . 
16 
c em c em . · 
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Plot of . a h I£ Versus a h _ :for sm2 (so4) 3 
at s0 • The Slope._ .is Equal to -l/£2c!II and 
the Intercept is A' • 
-.0 
"1:1 
-
C"') 
0 
,-f 
>I 
-<· .. 
m 
.c (J 
i:! 
tlO 
0 
,-f 
50 
20 
1.0 
5: 
2 
2 . 5 10 
log f(MHz) 
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. 20 50 
Figure 8. Sound Absorption Cur:ves for Solutions.of Sm2(so4)3 
0 
at 5 •. 
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where Ti.= rel.axation time and' f ci = frequeticY of maximum absorption . 
' . . for step i; k12 involves a correction for ac.tivities of, the ions since 
step I is bimolecular.· For s1m1,ll perturbations. 
3..1.. 2 . 2- . a ln it -
= k O nf- {[Ln ~] + [so4 .~]+[so ]C f )} 12 . 4 a ln [tri3+j . (33) 
wheJ:e. k12° is·the rate·constant·at.zero_ionic strengtl:l, nf is the 
· activity coefficient quotient Yj+ y2_/y±, .and [tn3+] and [so42-] rep-
resent the.equilibrium free ion CO'Q.centrations,in solution. If the 
concentration of solute is C1 mole/R.~ of Lti2(so4) 3 and a is the degree 
of association at eq~ilibrium, the total concentrat19n of_the 1:1 as-
sociate4 species is 2ac. mole/R.. The ion concentrations are.ther~fore 
. l. 
· spectively. Equation (33) th~n be~omes 
= (3 - 2a)c. mole/R.~, re-
l. 
(34) 
The rate expressions· can be rf;!,written, in·. terms of concentration and 
equilibrium:constants: · 
2irfcl (35) 
2 f = k + [ S(C) ] k 
.n cII· 32 K -1 + e(C) . 23 
12 
(36) 
ZnfcIII 
64 · 
(37) 
where K12 , K23 , and K34 are.thermodynamic equilibrium constants for 
steps (I), (II), and (III) respectively, defined as.K12 = k12/k21 , 
0 (C) = (38) 
S was calculated for each.value of Ci by a stan((lard iteration pro..-
cedure, similar to that discussed in the calorimetric section, by using 
th.e total thermodynamic, equi:J.ib:r:i,um constants, wqere available, derived. 
10 from conductivity measurements.. or calculat~d as· previously. described. 
The activity coefficients Yj+' y2_, and y± were evaluated using a modi-, 
fied form.of the Davies equation51 , 
- log y. 
l. 
- 0. 3µ} · 
where µ is the ionic strength = 3C. + 12 · (1 - S)C., A and. B are.· the 
. l. l. 
(39) 
58 parameters in the Debye-Hilckel Theory of Electrolytes which, in the 
purely electrostatic model, describe 1,ong..-range and·shc;:,rt.,.;.range inter-
actions respectively, and are given by 
2,rNL ~ 3 1 6 Jl.•oK3 ~. (40) e 1.8246 x .10 A = <1000> 2.303k312 (t:T)3/2 
= (t:T)3/2 (mole··) 
2 !,; 
]..08 ~ 8,rNe 2 1 50.29 ,X Jl.•oK L (41) B = (lOOOk) 1 = !,; (mole •cm) (t:T)~ (t:T) 2 
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where.£ is the macroscopi~ !fielectric constant of the s~lvent, N1 is 
Avogadro's.number, e is the electronic charge, k is the Boltzmann con-,. 
stant, Tis the absolute temperatu~e,and g is the distance of closest 
approach of the ionso To be consistent with the theoretical calcula-
tion of K12 , required in.the solution of equation (37), g was taken as 
the sum of the ionic radii,plus two water molecule diameters, or r1n3+ 
0 
+ 7.82 A. The solution of the derivative term in the expression for 
8(C) was evaluated according to46 
= 3J.\/3 ln f3 (42) 
From the Davies equation (39), where y, is a function ofµ, it can be 
1 
shown by partial differentiation that 
a ln y /3µ = 
and since 
that 
2 o ~ - 2 -~ ] 
-MAz ; · [ (1 + Baµ ) (~ ) - 0. 3 
1 
3 ln y± 
3µ 
(43) 
(44) 
2 2 
3 ln, 'ITf/ 3µ ==, -MA(z .. 3+ + z 80 2_ z2 .· +) [ 1 - 0.3] (45) LnSO 4 . 21./1(1 + BgJJ~) I;n 4 
Partial differentiation of the expression for the ionic strength with. 
respect to ln!'·f3 gives 
3µ/3 ln 13 = = 2 
- zLnso4+) (46) 
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Equations (45) and.(46) may then l;>ecoml;>ined to·give 
a ln 'ITf 
--........ = a ln s 
(z. 2 3+ 2 · 2 · [ · 1 J 
- ~sci Ln· + zso = - z1nso +) :~ · ·. a··~. 2 - o. 3 <4n 
4 4 2µ,(l+Baµ.) 
where M = 2.302585 and the other parameters are.as previously.defined 
(see· Appendix B for computer program) ~ ·. 
If ·it can be argued that the che1;niclillrelaxatiori. is a result of 
step III, the rate·constants, and·h~nce K34 , can be obtained from a 
graphical solution of equation (37} ... T~ unI:tnown·s in tq.is equat:l,on a+e 
-1 -1 -1 58 K12 and· K23 •.. K12 was calculated. using the Bjei'rum equation 
where 
and 
and·was 
= 
b = 
o3· 4'1TN1a 
. 1000 b~ Q(b) 
Q.(b) = Sb b - 4 eb db 
2 
essentially independent,of the small changes 0 . in a.for the 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
series. · 0 "-il In.the original work at 25 K23 · was taken to be 0~51, the 
value for Mgso4.~9 · Additional calculations showed th~t·k43 was.in-
-1 
sensitive to K23 within the,range of 0.1 to 1.0, but that· the value 
of k34 increased proportionately. 
Theoverall·thermodyru;lmicr:association .constant, K.r,, is ,related to 
the equilibrium steps by. the e:x:pression (see C:hapter ·. I) 
. 35 0 In subsequent wol;'k· at 25 , a r~iterative 
(37)· and (5) was used· to' calculate· a value 
procedtir~ using equations 
-1 
of K23 . for samarium to 
67 
(5) 
give good agreement between l<.r obta;i..ned kinetically with that obtained 
conductimetrically. -1 This value, K23 · = 0.72, was then used in tb,e 
determinat:1.on of k34 and·k43 .for t~e:remaining ions~ The-agreement 
between the,kinetic and·conduc'!=imetric values was acceptable in most 
cases. 
From equation (37) the plot of .21rfcIII g~ves k34 as slope.and k43 
as intercept.· The-evaluation of ~43 .is complicated by the fact th~t 
the intercept at.<P(C) = 0 is negative.' However, when A' from eq1,1at:l.on 
(28) is plotted.as a fl,lnct:l.on of <P(C) a zero value of A' is obtained 
at afin::lte value of <P(C), indica~ing that-a cet"tain-limiting concen-
tration of complex must be preE:1ent in solution before.absorption in 
excess of the solvent is observed. This limiting value of.<P(C) was 
used to determine the value of ·k43 • · A typical. plot .for these. functions 
for Sl!lS04+ at 5° is.shown in Figure 9. 
It was observed .. _in this study that A' was not a :.particul1uly 
linear function of,<P(C), especially at concentrations below approxi-
mately 0.005 M. Sc,;utiny of.the previous data at;: 25°.suggested that 
some of these.solutions should be investigated at higher concentra-
tions, i.e. greater than 0.010 M. Thus, in adclition to.the studi~s at. 
0 0, · 5 and 45 , :\lleasuremen.ts were made for Ce(III), Pr(III), .Nd(:(J:t); 
Sm(III), Eu(III), Gd(III), Tb(III), and Dy(III) at.high~r concentrations· 
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than·in.previous·studies (seeTables V-XII). 
In an.attempt tq improve.the treatment of the data a computer 
program was. writt;.en (Appendix :C), which used. the values of e.(C), cI> (C), 
2'1rfcIII' and;A' at three concentrations (eiee Tables XIII-X\7) to ca.lcu"".' 
late leas.t-squares lines through the dat.at an~ evaluate k34 , k43 ; K.34 , 
and K23 ~ A reiterative procedure was used-based on equation (37),. 
which gives the expression for cp(C) aJ.so and the equation for l<.r. (5). 
The p:i;,ocess was iterated until the d,ifference betwe~n consecutive .... · 
.· -1 
valueea of K23 .· was less tha11 0. DOOL On the average, 5 iterations 
were sufficient to give the.necessary kinetic,para~ete;s. These.values 
are given in.Table XVI. 
o· Activation paraJ!lE!ters applicahle·at 25 for·the·third step in the. 
0 0 
mechanism were then; obtained·from the.kinetic constants at 5 , 2s·, 
and:45°. F~om transition-state theory it values for the forward,, and 
for the reverse x-eactions. ~Y .be calculated :from. 
(51) 
where h .and k .have their usual meaning and k:i.j is the .forward or the_·. 
60 
reverse rate const~nt·respectively for step III at 2s0 · The free 
energies of ,activatien, ·ll.cfl=,. are given by. 
·1 • • • 
(52) 
Activation energies, E8 , for bqth fqrwardan4 reverse.processee. are 
obtained, from the slopes of the plots of log k34 and.· log k43 versus 1/T, 
according to 
TABLE XIII 
RELAXAT.ION .. FREQUENCY-. DATA AT 5° 
2 2,rf cIII (MHz) A, x 1016 (db•sec\ S(C) x 102 ~(C) Ion Cone. x 10 -(F) (Final) -cm 
Pr3+ 1.960 74.7 670.0 0.418 0.496 
1.470 - 71.0 538.0 0.344 0.476 
0.980 67.8 397.0 0.269 0.448 
Nd3+ 2.034· 82.9 · 680.0 0.428 0.417 
1.526 77.2- 544.0 0.352 0.398 
1.017· 72.8 41LO 0.274 0.372 
Sm3+ 0.949- 157.0 204.0 0.262 0.360 
0.474 138.8 117 .o 0.180 0.316 
0.237- 118.7· 72.5 0~128 0.271 
Eu3+ 2.002 147.0 383.0 0.418 0.407 
1.502 - 139.4 -_ 296.0 0.344 0.389 
1.001- 127.5 231.5 o.269 0.362 
Gd3+- 1~528 15],.._3 270.0 0.347 0.416 
1.019 140.7 199.0 0.271 0.389 
0.510 121 •. 2 - 88.5 0.186 0.343 
Tb3+ 1.008 105.5- 226.0 0.352 0.335 
0.543 92.3 132.5 0.270 0.309 
0.310 80.0 44.0 0.193 0.273 
..... 
0 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
2 2 Ion Cone. x.10 (F) 2rr cIII (MHz) A, x 1016 (db• sec ) cm 
Dy3+ 2.023 73.5 550.0 
L517 69.1 455.0 
1.012 61.5 358.0 
8(C) x 102 
0.421 
o.347 
0.271 
<P (C) 
(Final) 
0.266 
0.251 
0.231 
....... 
. 1:-,1 
TABLE. XIV 
RELAXATION FREQUENCY DATA AT 25° 
Con,c. x 102(F) 
2 2 
~(C) Ion 2'1T (MHz) A' x 1016 (db•sec) e(C) x 10 
· cIII · .. · cm· (Final) 
Ce3+ -1..617 114.6 283.2 0.335 0.489 
0.980 105.3 227.5 0~247 0.455 
0.490 92.5 149.0 0.169 0.406 
Pr3+ 1.470 J.41. 9 -- 224.5 0.312 0.554 
0.980· 130 .9 .. 168.5 0.244 0.526 
0.538 120.0 97.0 0.176 0.483 
Nd3+ .. 1.526 160.1 216.0 0.318 0.527 
0.96i 147.6 164.5. 0~240 0.495 
0.508 129.4 92.8 0 •. 170 0.449 
Sm3+ 0.976 239.3 103.0 0.241 0,493 
0.488 208.5 61.0 0.165 o.443 
0.244 177. 7 35.0 0.116 0.389 
Eu 3+ 1.502 265.6 126.0 0.312 0.528 
0.980 248.4· 98.5 0.241 0.500 
0.500 218 .. 5 51.2 0.167 0.454 
Gd.3+ 1.528 222.9 140.0 0.315 0.507 
0.950 207.0 87.7· 0~237 0.474 
0.470 171.0 48.0 0.162 0.424 
-..J 
N 
Ion 2 Cone. x 10·· {F) 
Tb3+ 
.L500· 
0.998 
0.499 · 
Dy3+ L517· 
0.970 
0.650· 
Ho3+ 1.536 
1.076 
0.538 
TABLE XIV {Continued) 
21r cIII {MHz) A'. x 1016 (db• sec
2) 
cm 
172.7 . 167 .o 
157.0 129.6 
133.1 65.5 
116.Q 269.0 
104.2 · 166.0 
92~9 70.5 
72.0 380.0 
66.6 320~0 
. 55. 9 .. 202.5 . 
S{C) x 102 
0.312 
0.244 
0.168 
0.316 
0.242. 
0.194 
0.320 
0.257 
0~176 
<P{C) 
{Final) 
0.466 
0~439 
0.391 
0.455 
0.425 
0.398 
0.314 
0.352 
0.309 
........ 
w 
TABLE XV 
RELAXATION FREQUENCY DATA AT 45° 
2 . 2 
6(C) x 102 4i(C) Ion Cone~ x 10 (F) 21r c:III(MH~) ·. ·. A' x 1016 (db•sec.) (Final) cm 
Ce3+ 1.617 · · 197.8 145'.0 0.306 0.501 
1.078 182.7 _ . . ~ ~ ... . 103.0 0.239 0.474 
0.539 151.3 _ 66.5 0.163 0.426 
Pr3+ 1.470 234.2· 124.0 0.286 0.514 .. 
0.980 212.9 95.5 0.224 0.507 
0.490 182.7. 61.8. 0.154 0.458· 
N.d3+ .. 1~526 26546 115.0 0.291 0.608 
l.017 240.5 83.0' 0.228 0.582 
0.508 215.4 51.0 0.156 0.533 
3+ Sm· 1.460 331.0 77.0 0.281 0.632 
0.976 305.0 57.2 0.221 0.607 
0.488 270.0 31.7 0.151. 0.559 
Eu3+ 1.·502 364 .9· 74.3 0.286 0.618 
· 1.001, 341.6 53.6 0.224 0.592 
o. 5q9 · 304.0 37.1 0.164 0.553 
Gd3+ 1.528. 348 ... 5 79.5 0.289 0.654 
1. 019 · 3J,.4.0 61.5 . 0.226 0.629 
0.510 .297.0 33.5. 0.155 0.582 
~ 
~ 
· TABLE XV (Contin1;1ed) 
2 2,r (MHz) A, x 1016 (db ~'sec\ Ion Cone •. x' 10 (F) 
cIII· ·_·.··· cm,· . 
Tb3+ 1.551 280.2· 79.0 
1.008 248.7 65~6 
0.543 233.0 . 42~·0 
D 3+ y 1.517 203.5 . 126.0 
1.012' 186.5' 98.0. 
0.506 166.4 57.5-
Hb3+ 2.048 138.8 234.0 
1.536 128. 7 · 200.0 
1.024 123.l 141.0 
v 
e (C) x 10 2 
0.292 
0.226 
o.i61 
0.290-
0.227 · 
0.156 
0.354 
0.293 
0.230 
~(C) 
(Final) · 
0.585 
0.557 
0.514 
0.581 
0.555 
0.507 
0.574. 
0.556 
0.530 
~ 
VI 
.. 
TABLE XVI-
VALUES OF RATE CONSTANTS ANO ASSOCIATION CONSTANTS AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE 
Ion Temp. (°C) -8 -J. k34 x 10 (sec ) -8 -1 k43 x 10 (sec ) K34 K23 
-2 K12 x 10 (i/mol~) -3 l<.r x _10 (i/mole) 
Ce3+ a 5 0.98 0.37 - 2.65 1.55 3.91 · 2.44 · 
25 2.65 0.68 3.90 1.62 4.31 3.85 
45 6.26 1.15 - 5.44 1.67 - 4.88 5. 74 -
Pr3+ 5 1.46 0.58 2.54 1.58 3.92 2.59 
25 3.08 1.03 3.00 2.16 4.32 4.17 
45 6.70 1.32 5.06 1.97 4.89 6.32 
Nd3+ 5 2.26 0.57 3.97 1.14 3.93 2.62 
25 3.94 1.06 ·_ 3. 71. 1.92' 4.33 4.35 ·. 
45 6. 72 1. 75 3.83 2.64 4.90 6.74 
Sm3+, 5 4.28 1.01 4.23 1.11 3.96 2.69 
25 5.94 1.50 3.97 1.90 4.36 4.55 -
45 8.23 2.28 3.62 2.95 4.93 7.21 
Eu3+ 5 4.36 0.99 4.39 1.10 3.96 2.75 
25 6.45 · 1.86 3.46 1.84 4.37 . 4. 5.5 . 
45 9.44 2.48 3.81 2.76 4.94 7.06 
Gd3+ 5 4.12 1.07 3.86 1.23 3,97 2. 77 
25 6.37 1.48 4.30 1.78· 4.37 4.55 
45 7.76 2.49 3.11 3.21 4,95 7.03 
-..J 
0\ 
Ion 0 Temp. ( C} -8 -1 k34 x 10· (sec } · 
-:::4_: '-<·-:::~.:.·~~~---.,~_,:~~'-- ·,-
Tb3+ 5 4.10 
25 5.2i. 
45 7.08 
Dy 3+ 5 3.45. 
25 4.04 · 
45 4.96 
Ho3+ a 5 1.50 
25 2.46. 
45 3. 71 
aEstima.ted From Graph. · 
TABLE XVI (Continued} 
-8 -1 · k43 x 10 (sec } K34 K23 
0.74 5.55 0.86 
1.07 · 4.85 · 1.51 · 
l.70 4.16 2.38 
0.39 8. 77 0.58 
0.85 4.76 1.44 
1.35 3.68 · 2.35. 
0.12 12.3 0.42 
0.38 ·. 6.56 . 1.02: 
0.97 3.84 2.11 
-2 K12 . x 10 · (.fl/mole) 
3.98 
4.39 
4.96 
3.99 
4.40 
4.97 -
4.00 
4.41 · 
4~99 
-3 K.i x.10 (.fl/mole} 
2.65 
4.32 ', 
6.61 
2.65 
4.08 
5 .97 · 
2.51 
3.85 . 
5.60 
..... 
-..J 
78 
d (log k •. ) l.J 
d (1/T) (53) 
Enthalpies of activation, llli=F~. are calculated from 
(54) 
d h • f • i .As*,· b an it e entropies o act1vat on, u . y. 
(55) 
The activation parameters are·listed in Table.XVII, 
! 
From.plots of log K12 , log K23 ; and .log K34 versus.1/T the indi.,.. 
vidual valu.es for the change in enthalpy at 25° accompc;inying each step 
are determined from the respective ,sJ,.opes which are -t.:I:Ji/2, 303 R. 
The plots of log k .. and log K;. versus 1/T are shown .in Figures 10-18~ l.J . l.J . ' 
The value of A.li12 was ·constant throughout the series. at 0.97 kcal/mole. 
and this plot is not. shown. From equations (2), (3) and the value.s 
0 for the Kij at 25 , the .values of t.G and t.S may be obtained. The 
thermodynamic quantities obtained may then be .. summed accord:i,.ng to 
Hess' Law to give the total change for each particular parameter. 
These ind,ividual values and. their sums are compared .with the values. 
determined calorimetr.ically in Table XVIII, 
Although.there is consicl,erable evidence to support.a three-step 
mechanism, it has been suggested tl}at the data be treated by a two-
step mechanism in which steps I.and II of eqµation (29) are combined· 
into one step andare·defined by one association constant; K13 , This 
TABLE XVII 
VALUES OF THE ACTIVATION PARAMETERS FOR THE REACTION Ln3+H20 so42- ~ Ln3+so42- + H20 AT 25° 
Ion rcF x 105 Ea(kcal/mole) 8Iif(kcal/mole) 8G:j:(kcal/mole) 8S*(cal/mole•deg) 
Ce3+ 
Forward 4.26 8.10 7.51 5.96 5.20 
Reverse 1.09 4. 97 · 4.38 6. 77 - -8. 02 
Pr3+ 
Forward 4.96 6 .69 · 6.10 5.8} · o. 77 .. 
Reverse 1.66 3.66 · 3.07 6.52 -11. 57 · 
Nd3+ 
Forward 6.34 4.80 4.21 5. 73 - 5.10 
Reverse 1.71. 4.95 ·. 4.36 6.50 . - 7.18 
Sm3+ 
Forward 9.56 2.87 2.28 5.48 -10.73 
Reverse 2.41 3.56 2.97 6.30 -11.17 
Eu3+ 
Forward. 10.38 3.40 2.81 5.45 - 8.85 
Reverse 3.00 4.01 3.42 6.17 - 9.22 
Gd3+ 
Forward 10.25· 2.}8 2.19 8.17 -20;06 
Reverse 2.38 3.73 3.14 6.31 -10.63· 
-...J 
\,() 
Ion icf x 105 E (kcal/mole) a .. 
Tb3+ 
Forward 8~.38 2.40 ··-- -- .. 
Reverse 1.13 3 .67 .. 
D 3+ y 
For:ward 6.50 1.59 
Reverse .. 1.36 5~41 · 
Ho3+ 
Forward 3.96 3.87 
Revers~ 0.60 .. 8 .90 .· 
TABLE -XVII· .. (Continued) . 
ei8*(kcal/mole) 
1.81 
3.08 
l.00 
4.82: 
3.28 
8~31 · 
AG*(kcal/mole) 
5.56 
6.50 
5. 71 
6.64 ·-
6.01 
4.39 . 
eis*(cal/mole,• deg) 
-12.58 · 
-ll.47 
-15~80. 
- 6.10 
- 9 •. 16 
-13 •. 15 
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TABLE XVIII 
VALUES OF STEP-WISE THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS AT 25° AS DETERMINED KINETICALLY 
Inner Outer Ion Total Total 
Ion Function a Complex Complex Pair (Kinetic) (Calorimetric) 
Ce3+ llH 3.13 0.31 0.97 4.41 3.78 
-liG 0.81 0.29 3.59 4.69 -4.89 
liS 13.21 2.01 15.29 30.5 29.1 
Pr3+ liH 3.03 0.96 0.97 4.96 3492 
-liG 0.65 0.46 3 .60 4. 71 4.94 
AS 12.35 4.76 l5.33 32.4 29.7 
Nd3+ liH -0.15 3.69 0.97 4.51 4.15 
-tiG 0.78 0.39 3.60 4. 77 4.96 
AS 2.11 13.68 15.33 31.1 30.6 
Sm3+ L'lH -0.69 4.31 0.97 4.59 4.34 
-liG 0.82 0.38 3.60 4.80 4499 
liS 0.44 15.73 15.33 31.5 31.3 
Eu3+ liH -0.62 4.04 0.97 4.39 4.13 
-liG 0.74 0.36 3.60 4.70 4.99 
L'lS 0.40 14.76 15.33 30.5 30.6 
Gd3+ liH -0.95 4.22 0.97 4.24 4.10 
-liG 0.86 0.34 3.60 4.80 4.99 
liS 0.30 15.29 15 .33 30.3 30.5 
\0 
0 
TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Inner Outer Ion 
Ion Function a Complex Complex Pair 
Tb3+ LiH -1.27 4.47 0.97 
-LiG 0.94 0.24 3.60 
LiS -1.11 15.80 15.33 
Dy3+ LiH -3.81 6.17 0.97 
-LiG 0.92 0.21 3.61 
LiS -9.69 21.40 15.36 
Ho3+ t.H -5.04 6.82 o. 97 · 
-t.G 1.11 0.01 3.61 
t.S -13.18 22.91 15.36 
at.Hand liG in kcal/mole and liS in cal/mole/deg. 
Total 
(Kinetic) 
4.17 
4.78 
30.0 
3.33 
4.74 
27.1 
2.75 
4.73 
25.1 
Total 
(Calorimetric) 
4.02 
4.96 
30.1· 
3.58 
4.92 
28.5 
3.54 
4.89 
28.3 
\0 
...... 
model would presumably allow the direct calculation of K13 from the 
Bjerrum expression58 if an appropriate value for g was chosen and 
would require at most only two relaxation times to satisfy the mecha-
nism. The theoretical .treatment of this model is entirely analogous 
92 
to the three-step model but·involves expressions for the various quan-
tities which are less complicated. For such a model, the following 
eq~ations would replaae.the' corresponding ones in the three-step model: 
1/TI 21rf , k31 + kl3 
0 6 (C) = = 
cI 
(56) 
1/TII = Z1rfcII = k43 + [ e(c) ] k34 
-1 K13 + e(c) 
= k43 + 4>(C) k34 (57) 
KT = Kl3 (l + K34) (58) 
This calculation was carried through on the data for samarium and 
the resulting values applied to the other cations of the series which 
were studied, namely, Ce(III) - Ho(III), The necessary modifications 
were made to the programs used in.the first model. The procedure, at 
0 
each temperature, was to first select an a value of reasonable magni-
tude to calculate a value for K13 , The same g value was used to calcu-
lateµ and therefore a and 6(C) in the iterative calculation and from 
equation (57) values for 4>(C). The resulting 4>(C) and 6(C) values were 
then inserted into the least-squares program to calculate k34 , k43 , K34 
and to · regenerate a new value for K13 • The process was cycled, 
choosing different values of g, until the difference between K13 from 
93 
the least-squares program and the Bjerrum value of K13 differed by less 
0 so, 25°' 0 
0 0 
than 0.05. The values of a at and 45 (6 .21 A, 5.52 A, and 
0 
5.08 A, respectively) obtained for samarium were then used, with the 
correct cation radius, in the calculation of the rate constants and 
association constants for the other systems studied. The values of 
k43 were unchanged from the previous model while the values of k34 were 
slightly smaller. 
The purpose of the two-step model was to reduce, by K23 , the num-
ber of adjustable parameters needed in the kinetic solution. The rath-
er arbitrary value of K23 might very readily dominate the magnitude of 
0 the 6H T from kinetics but more seriously might impose the wrong sign 
on 6H34 • The rate constants, equilibrium constants, activation para~ 
meters, and the individual thermodynamic parameters for each step are 
given in Tables XIX, XX, and XXI. Since k43 was unchanged the activa-
tion parameters for the reverse reaction were also unchanged and are 
not repeated. 
Volume Changes From Sound Absorption 
As stated earlier, both temperature and pressure changes accompany 
the sound wave but in aqueous solutions temperature fluctuations are 
very nearly absent because of the small thermal expansion of water. 
Thus, the energy dissipated is mainly a function of the change in 
volume, 6V, Theoretically, therefore, sound absorption measurements 
should yield the information necessary to calculate 6V, 
For any quantitative check of the theory of sound absorption based 
TABLE XIX 
VALUES OF RATE CONSTANTS AND ASSOCIATION .CONSTANTS AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE (TWO-STEP MODEL) 
Bjerrum 
Ion 0 Temp( C) -8 -1 k34 x 10 (sec ) K34 
-2 K13 x 10 (£/mole) -2 K13 x 10 (£/mole) 
Ce3+ 5 
25 1.95 2.86 9.97 10.68 
45 4.97 4.32 10. 79 16.32 
Pr 3+ 5 0.94 1.64 9.83 7.25 
25 2.45 ··2t:rs 12.32 10. 78 
45 5.58 4.21 12.12 16.53 
Nd3+ 5 1.28 2.25 8.06 7.28 
25 3.05 2.87 11. 24 10.83 
45 5.90 3.36 15.45 16.63 
Sm3+ 5 2.66 2.62 7.42 7.37 
25 4.68 3.13 11.02 11.02 
45 7.42 3.26 16.99 17. 05 
Eu3+ 5 2.46 2.48 7.90 7.39 
25 4.88 2.62 12.56 11.07 
45 8.40 3.39 16.07 17.15 
Gd 3+ 5 2.58 2.42 8.11 7.41 
25 4.86 3.28 10.62 11.12 
45 7.06 2.83 18.37 17. 26 
\.0 
_p-. 
TABLE XIX (C-0ntinued) 
Ion 
. 0 
Temp( C) -8 -1 k34 x 10 (sec ) K34 
Tb3+ 5 2.19 2.97 
25 3.79 3.53 
45 6.11 3 .59 
ny3+ 5 1.41 3.60 
25 2.86 3.38 
45 4.32 3~20 
Ho3+ 5 
25 1.57 4.18 
45 2.96 3.05 
-2 K13 x 10 (i/mole) 
6.68 
9.54 
14.39 
5. 77 
9. 32 
14.20 
7.43 
13.82 
Bjerrum 
-2 K13 x 10 (Jl,/mole) 
7.46 
11.21 · 
17.47 
7.48 
11.26 
17.58 
11.36 
17. 79 
\0 
u, 
Ion K* x 105 
Ce3+ 3.13 
Pr3+ 3.94 
Nd3+ 4.91 · 
Sm3+ 7 .54 · 
Eu3+ 7.86 
Gd3+ 7.82 
Tb 3+ 6.10 
Dy 3+ 4.61 
Ho3+ 2.53 
TABLE XX 
VALUES OF THE ACTIVATION PARAMETERS FOR THE FORWARD REACTION 
Ln3+H20 so42- -!a 
......:---
E (kcal/mole) a . 
8.83 
7.82 
6. 71 
4.52 
5.37 
4.43 
4.51 
4.91 
5.97 
Ln3+so42- + H20 AT 25° (TWO-STEP MODEL) 
t.if(kcal/mole) t.G*(kcal/mole) 
8.24 6.15 
7.23 6.01 
6.12 5.88 
3.93 5.62. 
4.78 5.60 
3.84 5.60 
3.92 5.75 
4.32 5.92 
5.38 6.27 
L!S*(kcal/mole) 
7.01 
4.09 · 
0.80 
-5.67 
-2.75 
-5.90 
-6.14 
-5.37 
-2.99 
I.O 
°' 
TABLE XXI 
VALUES OF STEP-WISE THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS AT 25° AS DETERMINED KINETICALLY (TWO-STEP MODEL) 
Inner Outer Total Total 
Ion Function a Complex Complex (Kinetic) (Calorimetric) 
Ce3+ LiH 3.88 0.75 4.63 3.78 
-LiG 0.62 4.09 4. 71 4 .-89 
t.S 15.09 16.23 31.3 29.1 
Pr3+ LiH 4.16 0.92 5.08 3.92 
-LiG 0.51 4.22 4.73 4.94 
LiS 15.66 17.24 32.9 29.7 
Nd3+ LiH 1. 77 2.86 4.63 4.15 
-LiG 0.62 4.16 4. 78 4.96 
t.S 8.02 26.26 34.3 30.6 
Sm3+ LiH 0.96 3.64 4.60 4.34 
-LiG 0.68 4.15 4.83 4.99 
LiS 5.50 26.13 31.6 31.3 
Eu3+ LiH 1.38 3.12 4.50 4.13 
-t.G 0.57 4.23 4.80 4.99 
t.S 6.54 24.65 31.2 30.6 
Gd3+ t.H 0.69 3.60 4.29 4.10 
-t.G 0.70 4.13 4.83 4.99 
t.S 4.66 25.93 30.6 30.5 
\.0 
-..J 
TABLE XXI (Continued) 
Inner Outer 
Ion .Function a Complex Complex 
Tb3+ LiH 0.83 3.37 
-LiG 0.75 4.06 
t.S 5.30 24.92 
Dy3+ LiH -0.51 3.96 
-6G o. 72 4.05 
68 0.70 26.87 
Ho3+ LiH -3.00 5.84 
-IJ.G 0.85 3.92 
llS -7.21 32. 74 
at.Hand 6G in kcal/mole an4 LiS in.cal/mole/deg. 
Total 
(Kinetic) 
4.20 
4.81 
30.2 
3.45 
4. 77 
27.6 
2.84 
4. 77 
25.5 
Total 
(Calorimetric) 
4.02 
4.96 
30.1 
3.5.S 
4.92 
28.5 
3.54 
4.89. 
28.3 
'° 00 
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upon pressure dependent dissociation reactions, it is helpful to know 
the volume change upon dissociatiQn into ior:is for the complete reaction, 
6.V0 • If sound is absorbed as a consequence of perturbing the dissocia-
-o tion equilibria, it should be,possible to arrive at the same 6.V from 
sound absorption measurements as from the pressure dependence of the 
dissociation constant. 6.V.0 is determined by the pressure dependence 
of the overall dissociation constant 
= 
-o 
-6.V 
RT (59) T,m 
Because the mechanism consists of successive equilibria, the 
volume change in any one step is necessarily coupled to the preceding 
steps. The volume changes for the individual steps are therefore not 
obtained directly from the experimentally observed maximum sound ab-
sorption but rather from the weighted sum of the individual volume 
changes, 6.V .. , which are the differences between the partial molal vol-
l.J ' 
umes of products and reactants for each step. Although molar or formal 
units of concentration were used in this study they are nearly equal to 
molal units for dilute solutions. The necessary relationships as de-
62 
rived by Tamm are 
= (60) 
6.VII 
k21 
6.V I = 6.V 23 + k. ' + 
12 k21 
(61) 
k23 
I 
6.VIII = 6.V34 + k '+ k 6.VII 
23 32 
(62) 
62 For such a three-step mechanism Tamm has also shown that 
2 (!:N III) = 
13 RT 
0 
8.686 1r 
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1 (63) 
where f3 is the adiabatic compressibility of the solvent as the fre-
o 
quency goes to zero and 
1 + K12 6(C) [1 + K23] 
= 
-1 [ -1] 1 + K34 1 + K23 
+ GD is related.to the expression GD 
G + = 
D 
where a is the degree of dissociation and 
= 
CA . CB 
<c + c 
0 0 
If C is the initial concentration of solute for the reaction 
0 
then for the dissociation of the complex 
the concentrations of the species are 
respectively, yields 
+. C (2a + l) 
0 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
and the~efore 
G + = 
D 
2cr (2cr 2 - cr - 1) 
2 (2cr - 4cr - 1) 
2 f [ (2cr - 4cr - 1) + ! a !n n J 
2 cr a !n cr 2cr (2cr - cr - 1) 
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(69) 
-1 
(70) 
Combining equations (64) and (70) and substituting into equation (63) 
gives 
-1 [. -1] 1 + K34 . . . 1 + K23 
= 
S RT 
0 
8.686 7T 
2cr2 - 4cr - 1 · 1 a !n 1Tf 
------------ + - ---2 a a !n cr 2cr (2o - cr - 1) 
(71) 
To a close approximation S = 
. 0 
2 -1 
(pc) where pis the density and c 
is the sound velocity and thus S 
0 
-11 0 
= 4.46 x 10 ml/erg at 25 , All 
other parameters are directly measureable or can be calculated using 
the computer program in Appendix B. The unknown quantities in equation 
(71) necessary to calculate 1W III are given in Table XXII along with 
the values of ~VIII and ~v34 . 
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TABLE XXII 
VALVES.OF ~VIII AND ~v34 FOR Ln2(so4) 3 AT 25° 
3 d Q.n 7T f Salt· Cone., F x 10 (J a Q.n cr -~VIII -~v34 
La3+ 8.80 0.0987 0.1119 19.1· 20.7 
Ce3+ 9.80 0.1002 0.1107 19.6 21.6 
Pr3+ 9,80 0.0936 0.1062 20.4 22.7 
Nd3+ 9,61 0.0912 0 .1051 ·. 22.1 26.5 
Sm 3+. 9.76 0.0873 0.1021 · 22.3 26.7 
Eu 3+ 9.80 0.0871' 0.1020 23. 7 . 28.1 
Gd3+ 9.50 0.0886 0.1040 19.5· 23.9 
Tb3+ 9.98 0.0909 0.1048 20.3 24.8 
Dy3+ 9.70 0.0971 0.1104 18.9 23.4 
Ho3+ 10 •. 76 0.0963 0.1069 20.2 25.0 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
'.I:hroughout the presentation o{ thiS! investigation, it has been 
presumed that the ki1;1etic model is fully understood, the only justifi-
cation being in-reference to othersomewhat related systems. If this 
m'Qd'el is correct then the summation of the values for the.various para-
meters involved in each individual step should correspond to the overall· 
, . 11 13 21 
macroscopic values measured by calorimetry ' ' or other convention-
al methods. This in itself would be a concrete test and woul,c,i lead to 
the adoption of the proposed mechanism for this system. In this dis-
cussion comparisons will be made which will illustrate the validity of 
the three-step model~ Conversely a number -of questions cannot be an-
swered at this time but must await comparable studies on other systems. 
Basically the kinetic method demonstrates which species _is pre-
dominant-from a simple consideration of the step-wise specific rate. 
constants and as such can be used to test the utility of the rules 
based .. entirely on macroscopic properties. ·It· fails, however, to yield 
any informc;1tion on the detail.ed·structure·of any of- the complex species 
and· one has to resort.· to other methods~ Of these· methods, spectroscopy, 
where applicable, is most informative, but by considering the trends in 
thermodynamic parameters within a series of closely related cations it 
way.be possible to form some conclusions about relative structural, dif-
ferences. 
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Calorimetry 
The variation-of thermodynamic·properties·of·complexes of the tri-
valent lanthanide ions·is not·simple~ -Y~tsimirskii16 has summarized 
the possible variations -from· a· compendium of·- experimental results. 
Several explanations have·been suggested but·the·most accepted is that 
a change in coordination · n~mber · of -- the -ea tion occurs somewhere in th_e 
middle.of the series3• The-experimental bases·for this.-interpretation 
are enumerated in the kirtetic·section of the discussion. The relative 
independence of the free energy·of complexation of the monosulfate com-
plexes on atomic number might indicate that these complexes are_an ex.,. 
ception. However, the·enthalpy·and resultant·entropy dependences would 
confirm that the monosulfate~compl.exes are in no wayunique. The re-
sults compare favorably with those measured in a 2.0·M perchlorate 
medium21 and·with other·values corrected to zero ionic strength~! 
only a few values lie outsidethe,assigned error limits.· More impor-
tant is the lack of similarity ·when· the·· dependenc·e. of enthalpy of. com-
plexa tiop on atomic number is -compared -with a number· of·· complexes in 
which the entering group is an" organic· ligandJ, -- The -mono sulfate com-. 
plexes have a maximum epthalpy·change·around samarium. The organic 
ligand complexes, on the other·hand;,·irrespective of the 1sign of the 
h 1 · ' f 63 - d ' f ent a py term, e~g. positive or· monoacet_ates · · · an · negative or mono-
19 63 -glycola tes ' , pass -through -- a· minimum -- around the members in th,e 
middle of the series. Plotted on -- a·· common• graph· the . dependence - for 
the monosulfates is inverse to· tl).at-· for the organic ligands. It ·musit 
be presumed.that the change in·coordination number prevails. in the 
monosulfate series but the question of what is the predominant struc-
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tur~ in solution hi:ls·to be answered,·· The·conclusion·must be consist-
ent with the observed trends in the·thermodynamic parameters with atom .. 
ic number or inversecation radius(sinceaplot of.atomic number 
versus inverse cation radiusis nearly linear the two are usedinter-
changeably). 
It is now generally believed·· that· a solution of·· ions which complex 
will consist of contact·· ion· pairs· (inner complexes) in equilibrium 
with solvent separated ion pairs (designated outer complexes if sepa ... 
rated by only one solvent molecule or simply ion pairs if separated 
by more than one solvent molecule). This is a consequence of the 
multi-step mechanism for·complex formation41 • Free energy relation-
ships alone permit no definite conclusions·to be made.about the pre-
dominant species. However:, a comparative analysis of the signs of the 
overall enthalpy and entropy:changes during complexation have been 
used for this purpose, especially for complexes of the rare earth ca-
tions, Typical of the criteria·· are those due. to ·Moeller1 which were 
outlined in Chapter I. As previously mentioned there are many excep-
tions to these rules when compared·with the experimental results ob-
tained kinetically. As an·example,·the alkaline earth monosulfates 
are predicted to be inner-sphere complexes from thermodyn,;1mics yet. 
kinetic results are indicative of only a 10% contribution from inner-
3 
sphere species calculated from the ratio kf/kb. 
There is inferred in these·"rules" a direct correlation between 
.. 0 
the sign of the overall change.in enthalpy, fl.HT and the change in en-. 
thalpy for the step in which·the predominant species is formed, fl.Hij' 
From the kinetic studies of the.lanthanide sulfates these have been 
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· · 34 35 36 
confirmed to be, in,ner-sphere complexes ·· '·. ' · , ·in• agreement with 
. l 22 spectroscopic resu ts The percent·innercomplex, which varies 
randomly throughout the series, is of the order of 80% and is. similar 
to that reported for trivalent-chromium sulfate64 • ·In-this case the 
"rules" are justified-but 1:4e endothermic L'i~ is a consequence not of 
a positive L'.H34 but rather as a result of a large positive enthalpy 
change. for the formation -o{ ··the· outer-sphere complexes. 
Having established the structure to be predominantly inner-sphere, 
it remains to explain the anomalous.trend in the enthalpy of complexa-
tion relative to the other systems, some of which have been referred 
to.previously. In the regular series of alkaline earth monosulfates 
and in the mortosulfate complexes of the first row divalent transition 
· 2+ 2+ 
metal ions, exclusive of ligand-field effects, Le, Ca , Mn , and 
Z 2+ n , the enthalpy of complexation·becomes less favorable with de-
creasing cationic size3• Magnesium, for example, .is considered to 
order several solvent· layers· in· excess of calcium, and.0 on substitution 
of a ligand for a w;:tter molecule in the inner coordination sphere re-
quires a greater reorganizationof the solvent with a concomitant in-
crease in endothermicity; Furthermore,· the increase·is linear with 
h . 1 t• . d' . "d d. D 4 h ' d t e reciproca oa iorp.,r:; ra ius, · provi e , · as · oncan as pointe . out, 
there is no change in coordination number. If there was no coordina-
tion, number change with.in the rare·earths, it is·believed that an 
analogous linear·dependence·wouldprevailthrooghout the series~ (It 
is relevant that the· lanthanide contraction is .-comparable; in magnitude 
to the decrease in radius from calcium to zinc~) But.because of the 
decrease.in cation size,-it is inferred that the heavy lanthanides 
would have a lower coordination number than the light ones, If only 
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one change in coordination·number is assumed, the heat of complexation 
would be expected to increase monotonically with atomic number within 
each subdivision so that the-smaller lanthanides would, like magnesium, 
form complexes with a less -favorable enthalpy·· change. Although this 
is observed for the early and late members of the series the trend is 
reversed from europium to thulium. 
Contrary to the suggestion of Choppin and DeCarvalho 21 , the de-
gree of inner complexation, being random throughout, would not account 
for the variation. It is proposed that, in addition to the deviation 
from linearity resulting from a coordination number change, there is a 
further deviation with its origin in the ligand contribution to the 
overall enthalpy change. This is contrary to the assumption that in 
the consideration of complexes of a series of similar cations with a 
common ligand that the ligand contribution is constant. More will be 
said about this in the discussion·of·thestep-wise thermodynamic para-
meters obtained from kinetics. 
A plausible model which accounts for such a change is the forma-
tion of a "hemi-chelate",-similar·to that proposed by Grenthe in the 
63 formation of lanthanide complexes with glycolate • It assumes that 
the early members form predominantly a unidentate complex, but after 
samarium, hydrogen bonding between a sulfate oxygen and a vicinial co-
ordinated water molecule occurs to a larger extent such as is shown 
in Figure 19. The resultant stable six~membered ring is formed when 
the geometry, dictated by the cation size, permits~ This exothermic 
change is supplemented by a reduced endothermic contribution as a con-
sequence of a lesser reorganization of the solvent. 
Consistent with the enthalpy change, the entropy also decreases 
H 
I 
· . ·. 0-H-··O 
M/ . . ·.·· 
.". O S O 
I 
0 
E'igure 19. Schematic Diagran1 of 11Hemi-Chelate11 Structure 
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from europium to thulium; onee·againan·inverse·trend with decre~sing 
2+ 2+ 2+ 3 
radius compared to Ca ; Mn , and Zn • The·loss·of free;rotation 
by the water molecule'and the·sulfate ligand,·together with the re-
duced sol.vent reorganization· when the 11hemi-chela t:e" · is· formed, sa tis-
factorily explains the deereaseinentroprobserved after samarium. 
It is interesting to point·out that between y 3+ and La3+, the former 
would be expected.to form·a complex with a less favorable enthalpy and 
more favorable entropy change, based onl.y on cation size. From Figure 
20, which gives the plots of 6G~:; 6H~, and 68~ versus atomic number, 
. '11 b h i ' ' ' b Yb3+ d L 3+ it wi e seen t at yttr um occupies a position etween .. · an u 
as would be expected from the cation radius. It may also be accounted 
for by the "hemi-chelate" model if there is a coordination number 
3+ 3+ 
change between Y and La , 
Linear Cortelation of 6H,and t.s·of Complexation 
When 6H is plotted against 68 for the series a linear dependence 
is observed (Figure 21). The equation for the line is 
6H = ·- 4.11 + 0.270 68 (72) 
within the experimental error limits on 6H~ Some authors65 have cited 
this relationship as.indicative of a common structure for all complex-
es in the series, or . conversely, the· .. linear correlation will not be 
observed unless the species present are identical. However, the co-
linearity is a consequence ··of a restriction placed ··on the system by a 
nearly constant 6G and as 0 such·is no more informative than is the over-
all free energy change alone with regard to structure. 
From the Gibbs Free·Energy (G.F.E.) equation, a linear correlation 
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of AH and 4S for a ·series of .!!. related reactions~ (f«n example the• 
lanthanicle ions with a common·· ligand) is• an; obvious -result if the l:iG 
values for the ·reactions· are·zero or: constant ·and-the··slope · of the _line· 
is, by definition, the temperatu+e'r-(°K/1{)00) i,e;.l:iHn = l:iGn + 0.298 
AS , for a temperatul;"e' of· 25'\ · In the real· situation;· however, there· 
!!: 
very often is variation·in:l:iGn·within the series. For the series of n 
related reacttons,, therefore~· in which· this variati.on exist~, on~ can. 
,, 0 
construct, for each member, a·line of slope T ( K/1000) through the. 
indiv_idual l:iH and AS values obtain_ed by experiment and the corre~ 
n· n; 
spending intercept at l:iS. = 0 where l:iG =.AH, When the AG values. 
n n n n 
are· zero O"J:" constant, -the intercepts ·would. be· coincident ..and the vari..-
ous t.Hn ... 4Sn_values would fall on·a single line, 
This is preciselythe·situation·observed als,a by.Mesmer and Baee 
f h f ' f h 2+ . 1 . h h ' ' . AG' or t e .ormat1.on o t e LnF · ·comp exes in t.at·t.e variation in u 
n 
· for the s.eries is small~· The fact: that: there is a wide spread in the 
AH values across the series · is of: secondary importan_ ce, FJ;:om Table 
.!!. 
XXIII,in which a comparison·is·made.between the-equations.for the 
66 
G.F.E. or AHn_line and·the:least:equares, AHLS lin~, it _is inunediately 
apparent that the relationship·is notlimitedto·a few cases. The de-
gree of agreement between: the -slope·· and·· intercept · .. of -each· leas.t squares 
line and those of: the· AH lines is· an· indication of-.the relat::i,ve vari-
. n 
-
ance.in the individual AG values, 
. n 
In every-system in TaQle XXIH,with_the exception of the lantha-
nide EI>TA complexes, the·average·deviation in the ca],culated AH~ is 
System 
of 1:1 
Complexes 
Ln•Fluoride66 
Ln•,EDTA3 
Ln'Diglyco~ 
3 late· 
'TABLE XX.III 
THEORETICAL-AND LEAST-SQUARES LINES FOR PLOTS OF iH VERSUS AS 
Ionic 
Strength, 
Equation of Line Mole/Liter 
t.8ts = -2.83 + 1.0 
0.257 t.S 
t.H = -4,50 + 
n 
o:-298 t.S 
M\i. B 
0.246 t.S 
n 
-2 .38 + 
t.HLS = -12.84 + 
0.149 t.S 
t.H = -23;47 + 
n 
0.298 t.S 
n 
t.HLS = -7.18 + 
0.292 t.S 
LlH = -7.33 + 
n 
o-:-298 ASn 
0.1 
0.1 
t. (t.G)' 
kcal. 
Mole 
1.29 
5.39 
0.98 
t.(t.H)' 
kcal. 
Mole 
5.56 
3.03 -
2.78 
ti (LIS) , 
cal/ 
Mole.deg. 
22.9 
19.5 
8.7 
Maximum Absolute 
Deviation in 
t.Hd1lc·-
0.43 
0.87 
0.50 
1.46 
2.75 
0.60 
0.61 
Average·Devia-
tion in t.H 1 ca c 
0.22 
0.36 
0.19 
0.58 
1.45 
0.18 
0.18 
E-'' 
I'-' 
w 
TABL~ xm:.tr . (qontinued) 
System Ionic Li (6.G), Li (6.H) , ll(i',S)' Maximum Absolute Ayer,ag~ Devia-of 1:1 Strength, kcal. kcal. cal/ Deviation in 
Complexes Equation of Line Mole/Liter Mole' Mole Mole.deg~ t.Hca:lc· - t:iori_inti.Ucalc 
Alkaline Earth Lll\s = -1.87 + 
67 Formate· Or289 t.S -+O 0.07 2.87 10.3 0.07 0.06 
t.H = -1.91 + 
n. 
0.298 t.S 0.11 0.07 
n 
Alkaline Ear th. Lll\s. = - -1.63 + 
67 Acetate 0.296 llS -+O 0.12 3.23 11.2 0.07 -0. 06 
llH = -1.63 + 
n 
0.298 llS 0.07 0.06 
n 
13 
lll\s -4.11 + Ln•Sulfate = 
0.270 llS -+O 0.26 1.19 4.4 0.13 0.02 
t.H n· = -4.92 + 
0.298 llS 0.18 0.05 n· 
21 
llHLS -4.41 + ·. Ln• Sulfate = 
0.438 llS 2.0 0.39 0.69 2.0 0.25 0.10 
llH = -1.69 + 
n· 
0.298llS 0.22 0.07 
n 
1,-1 
1,-1 
~ 
TABLE XXIII (Continued) 
System 
of 1:1 
Complexes 
Ln•Acetate63 
Ionic 
Strength, 
Equation of Line Mole/Liter 
f1H__ = 
0 1.S 
0.378 
t.H = 
n 
0.298 
-3.68 + 
t.S 2.0 
-2.38 + 
t.S 
Ln•Propionate18 1111r,8 
n 
-3.45 + 
-M· 2+ C 2+ g , a ' 
M 2+ C .2+ n , o , 
2+ Zn_:::. 
suifate3 · 
0.360 
t.H = 
n 
o:-29s 
A8t,s = 
: 0.280 
t.H 
n 
0:-298 
t.S 2.0 
-2.34 + 
t.S 
n 
-2.88 + 
t.S -+O 
-3.18 + 
t.S 
n 
t.(t.G), 
kcal. 
Mole 
0.63 
0.66 
0.18 
t. (llH) , 
kcal. 
Mole 
2.05 
2.42 
2.90 
t.(t.S)' 
cal/ 
Mole.deg. 
5.3 
6.2 
10.0 
Maximum Absolute 
Deviation in 
t.H : .•.. 
calc 
0.34 
0.40 
0.41. 
0.36 
0.12 
0.18 
Average Devia'"" 
tion in fiH 1 ca c 
0.13 
0.17 
0.10 
0.16. 
0.07 
0.06 
:f-4 
;f-4 
VJ 
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probably still .within'. the· error limits on. the experimentally dete.rmined 
' 3 
heats and· a good, compariscm ·is·.· observed. ·For: the· EDTA c~mplexes , 
l\(tiG) = 5.4 kcal./mole~, and the scatter.in the tiH-tiS,data is such that 
they can not be fitted to.: a single· straight line· of any slope with.in 
the experimental erz:or l:l.m,its·in·tiH for all members. 
· 67 · 67 · The alkaline earth acetates ·. a-oci formate's.· are · the two : examples 
which best illustrate'the validity of the added cons:tra:;l..nt of a virtual~ 
ly constant· tiG. In both systems 8(.lliG) is appro:dmately O .1 kcal. /mole. 
and no extrapolatio'Q. to tis= 0 is necessary, since values of tiRare· 
both positive and negative. '.I:he: lea.st squares _and· b.H lines give a. n 
nearly perfec:.t fit to the experimental dat11 and the,intercepts·are 
equal to the average tiG values. 
Since. th.e linear correlation· is• eoi;itingent .upon: certain re.str:i.c-
tions.on AG and·since tiG·tells·us nothing about the structures of the 
complexes in solution, thenconversely the linear dependence of 8H"".8~ 
should be independent of the:structural·properties of·the complexes. 
T.h. f i . h 1 . . SO + d L. 2+ 11 ere ore, nner-sp ete·comp.exeS1, e~g. Ln 4 · an · nF , as we as 
ion-:-pairs65 ; comply with the·relationship. Fut"thermore; the case of 
magnesium and calcium acetates·is most striking·in that although tiG is 
constant, the signs·of·ti.H:are opposite; a:certain indic~tion of dis-
similar structures. .The· reason· fo.r · the correlation· is thus more fund-
a~ental than one of· structure. 
Kinetics 
It·was·pointed·out:by Purdie.and·Vincent34 in·their investigation 
of the lant;han:;t.de monosulf ate· complexes· that sC?me add;ttional insight·· 
into· the complexatic;m process ·might ·be, obtained. if ··the t;hermodynamic · 
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parameters for the cation desolvation step could be obtained from a 
temperature dependence study.of.the rates of complexation .and the step-
wise volum~ changes.could be compared with the volume change for the: 
overall reacti.on determined in an independent study of the pressure 
dependence of the dissociation constant.· From the results obtained at 
25° it was apparent that not all of the members could be studied over 
a sufficiently wid~ temperature range. The characteristic r~laxation 
frequency varies directly with temperat;ure.and·those.members whose.max-
0 imum.relaxation frequency values at 25 were close to 5 MHz, the lower 
limit of the apparatus, could not be studied at lower temperatures. 
Praseodymium and dysprosium are· the real ·limits in the series for a, 
0 
study over the .entire 40 range but the results for cerium and holmium 
at only two temperatures are included. Although the results for these 
two systems aresubjectto some scepticism they have been treated, as. 
being equally reliable to.those cases where tl).ree.t:emperatures were. 
studied. The temperature coefficient of fc!II is sufficiently small· 
that additional measurements within the temperature range studied were 
considered unlikely to add anything to·the ove+all accuracy of.the cal-
culated values. 
It should be re-emphasized that in.the kinetic analysis the over-
11 . . t 5° d 45° 1 1 t d f 1· a . association constan sat an . · were ca cu a e rom a inear 
van't Hoff isochore extrapolation and t~e rate constants are subject 
to this same approximation. The same criticism can be leveled against. 
the.method used to determine the activation parameters.and· step-wise. 
thermodynamic values in that a linear Arrhenius plot was assumed. 
Considerable attention has been given to the detailed mechanism of 
h . d. 'd 1 t . 1 d . . . · b E · 25 ' 3o d h · t e .;n 1v1 ua s eps invo ve in ion association y igen an is 
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co-workers. In particµlar,.they have shown that a constant value for 
k34 is obtained for complexation of Mg2+ with a series of anions.such 
2- 2- 2-
as so4 , Cr04 , and s2o3 , i.e. that the complexation .rate is inde-
pendent of the entering·group. This observation has been used in the 
assignment of relaxati,;ms to a particular step. Furthermore, the 
values of k34 measured by ultrasonic absorption correspond closely with 
the rates of exchange of labelled water molecules into the inner co-
ordination spheres of a.number of paramagnetic ions, as determined by 
Connick27 from nmr studies. There is much evidence·to support the 
theory.that the removal of a water molecule from the inner coordination 
sphere.of the cation by an SNl elimination is the rate-determining 
process of step III which, on the microscopic scale, would become for·. 
this system 
rate.determining, Ln(H20)~=l 
fast 
. (73) 
slow 
with a reduction in the coordination number in going to the transition 
state. In other words the role.of water exchange is of paramount im-
portance in complex formation. Support of th.e proposed mechanism for 
th~ systems studied here also receives direct evidence from nmrstudies 
of the .rate.of water exchange for Gd3+ in perchlorate 
anelli40 reports the rate of water exchange to be 9 x 
d . 40 M . me ium • ari"'." 
108 sec-1 ·or 
8 -1 8 x 10 sec assuming nine and eight coordination, respectively. Both 
8 
values are in excellent agreement with the value of k34 = 6.4 x 10 
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sec"."'1 for Gd3+ determined·in .. this study. In addition·the activation 
energy detepnined for water exchange40 of 3~2 ± 0~3 kcal/mole and en-
. tropy. of. activation of -7 · ± 4 eu •. agree very well with· the .correspondii;ig 
values obtained.from.this study of 2.8 kcal/mole and -11 eu. Tempera.,.. 
ture dependence studies of.the second otder'rate·of complexation of an-
)7 38 . 39 thranila te · ' · and oxalate · have, also ·been .. made . by T-j ump and P-j ump, · 
respectively. The bimolecular. rate constants-for both systems are·of 
· 7 -1 --1. 3+ the.order of 5.x 10 M · sec for Gd • For gadoliniu~ anthranilate38 
the activation energy is 8.5 kcal/mole.and·the entropy of activation is 
39 
+9 e\,1. while the corresponding values of the oxalate system are 6.5 
kcal/mole and -5.2 eu. Thus although the rates .for the lanthanide .sul-
fates are approximately one.order of magnitude.great;er than for the 
other system~ studied, the rates are-in excellent agreement with the 
rate of water exchange indicating that:the rate:determining step in the. 
mechanism is that of cation desolvation. 
In the. solid state all the ,lanthanides may exist as either n~ma- or 
5 
octahydrates • It is-a possibility, the:r:efore; that in solution thel;'e 
are two relatively stable: coordinat;ion numbers fqr the trivalen,t laq.tha-
nide ions and,that the equilibrium r1:1,tio of one.species to the other 
changes. progressively across tb,e se:i:-ies ·• On the basis .of· changes in 
the partial molal volume at in~inite dilution68 , conq.ucti,vities at in-. 
finite dilution10, 69 , 7o,n, apparent molal heat capacitie~ 72 ,_heats of 
· 73 74 dilution , and B coefficients from viscosity data in aqueous.solution , 
it _has been suggested that. a decrease in coo:i:-dinati.on numbe:r occurs 
between ne<;>dymium and·· terbium, The· decrease in coordination n1,1mber is 
consistent with the fact that the ion size decreases across the.series 
and on a,hard:sphere model·a larger·ion would accommodate·more·coordi-
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nated solvent molecules. At the same·time the total hydration number 
would increase across.the series as the polarizing power increases with 
the decreasing cationic size. ' 75 From condµctance data hydration num-
hers of 12.8 ± 0.1 (La-Nd) and 13.9 ± 0.1 (Dy-Yb) were obtained and 
76 from molar volumes. values of 9.0 ± 0.5 (La-Nd) to 11.0 (Dy-Er). 
Arguments based on variations in the stability constants for many 
lanthanide complexes suggest a coordination number change at gadolinium. 
An X-ray study of EDTA complexes shows coordination numbers.of 9 and 8 
for the europium and gadolinium complexes77• Powell and Rowlands 78 
have reported that complexation .:of lanthanides · results in a change in. 
/ . . 
coordination number at gadolin;Lum or.europium. Structures for the 
solvated lanthanide ion have.been suggested from spectral measurements 
of aqueous solutions containing europium salts79 From X-ray studies 
of concentrated erbium chloride solution~ Brady80 suggested a highly 
ordered region of solvent about the lanthanide ion •. Thus there is 
evidence which is consistent with both a change in the.coordination. 
number of the solvated lanthanide in the series and a highly ordered 
solvent.structure about the ion. 
If it is assumed that a rare earth ion in solution may exist in 
an equilibrium between two possible coordination numbers, .where this 
equilibrium may be sharply.displaced toward a lower coordination number 
below a critical ionic radius, the .data may be qualitative~y explained. 
According to this postulate, the equilibrium between the. possible co-
ordination numbers favors the higher coordination.number for the.lan-
thanides,between La and.Nd. After .Nd. a displacement of this equilib-
rium toward the lower coordination n1,1mber begins to take place that re-
sults in the lower coordination number becoming increasingly more 
. favorable. from.. Pm to around Tb, The ions . ;from around Dy . to: Lu; have 
essential,ly the same' coordinati<;>n number! 
In view of these considerations, assuming 9 and 8 as'.possible co-
3+ 
ordination numbers, the rate determ:(.ning step for La. wot1ld be 
3+-and for Lu 
3+ Lu(H 0) ·· + 2 8 
(74) 
(75) 
3+ For Gd , a coordination number of 8~5 would mean a statistical distri-
3+ · 3+ bution -of 50% Gd(H 0) · and 50% Gd(H2o) 8 and.the two possible rate· 
. 2 · 9 
determining paths 
Gd(H 0)- 3+ + 2 9 
Gd(H 0) 3+ + 2 8 
It is proposed that reaction (77) will be faster than (76) and al1;10 
(76) 
(77) 
faster. than. either· (74) or (75), siri.ce ·. the postulate of, approximately 
. 3+· 3+ 
equal·sta,bil:i,.ty for Gd(H2o) 9 and Gd(&2o) 8 results in the relative 
lowering of the activation energy for the elimination s1=ep. In.general,· 
an enhanced,rate.of'water elimination would be the.result of .two adja-
cent coordination numbers having similar energy levels, 
From the.plot of log k34 versus atomiconumber (Figure 22) a maxi-
mum around tlie middle. of the·· series is seen for.· the lanthanide suUa te. 
complexes.·· Evidence to explain· this observed trend .can be seen in 
Figure. 23 which shows. a minimum. in the activation energy as a. function. 
of atomic.number around.the middle of the series supporting the previouEI 
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ideas. The.values for the volume·change for step III, !J.V34 , from Table 
XXII, .also show a maximum volume change near the middle of the series, 
perhaps indicative of the change in coordination number.. Although it 
is in.correct as a general proposition that the reaction rates.should 
tend to parallel .the equilibrium constants, it,hasbeen suggested that 
for a series of reactions involving only a single mechanism, there is. 
some likelihood·that·the rate constants will vary monotonical,ly with. 
81 
equilibrium constants • The slope of such a plot is.considered to be 
an estimate of the degree to which the tran.sition state resembles either 
the products or reactants. It.is pr0posed that·as the value of the 
slope increases the transition state tends to more closely resemble the 
products. For the lanthanide monosulfates a plot·of log k versus.log K 
at 25° is linear over the members cerium through holmium, Figure 24, 
with a slope of 5.6~ Such a large value would again.indicate tqat 
elimination of water is the rate determining step in. the mechanism and 
that, once this has been accomplished, formation of the complex is very 
fast. The departure from linearity for the last few members may be.a 
result of the. increased error in• calculating rate· constants .. and· the 
fact that two of the stability constants were.obtained by interpolation, 
It is interesting that the correlation is linear over the.part of the 
series where the change in /J.G is greatest andwhere the change in co-
ordination number is presumed to occur. The rate constants have been 
identified with the unimolec1.1lar cl.esolvation. of the lanthanide ions 
which is the rate.,-controlling step in the multi-step complex formation 
. 41 ·. 
mechan;i..sm • Diffusion-controlled encounter of the ions is muchfaster 
with a relaxation time too.short to·be observed.by sound absorption in 
the available frequency range. A dissociative or SNl mechanism may 
8.3 
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Figure 24. Plot of log k34 Ver$US log K.r for the Lan-
thanide Monosulfate Complexes at 25°, 
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12.6' 
·'' 
therefore, be in operation, illustrating, as stated earlier; that with 
these cations.the.rol.•.of water exchange is paramount. 
Figures 25 and 26 show the plots of AH and AS versus:atomic ij .ij 
nUl!lber for the sec;ond and' third::steps. • Probably the mo.st importaI).t · ob-
se:rvations to be'made·are'that the breaks•inthe:curves.occur where.it 
has been proposed that there is a coordination num'ber·change.and.that, 
the tr.ends in these. values· do. not follow the trends in A~ . and· liS; . as. 
detepnined calorimetrically13 • The·· dependences of AH23 and· As23 , for 
anion desolvation, al.so indicate· that· the ligand. contribution .across 
the-series is not.constant·as has·often been assumed, 
Although data have also· bee.n presented which are· based on a two-
step mechanism, dir~ct evidence for the three-step model.has been re..-
ported~ Any possible:explanat:i,.pns.of the observed trends would.be· 
merely speculative at the present ti'Jlle ~ ... The number and. complexity of 
the contributing variables such as·a change in coordination number, 
change in the effective hydration number, ch~nges in .metab·ligand · and 
metal:""water bend .. strengths,· effects· of polarization of. the water mole.:.. 
cules near. the cation,· and the variability in ligand· contribution make· 
any explanation improbable. The relaxation processes in Mgso4 over the. 
5 9 43 · frequency range• 10 to·. 10 · Hz have· been observed and have. been 
ascribed to.the t~ree steps in the proposed mechanism.· Combining steps 
I and II. does not change the observed. trends i~ AH:ij. and'. ASij ,vez:sus. 
atomic.number but only serves to make the.values more positive, In 
either case·the summation of the step-wise thermodynamic parameters.are 
found.to·be.in excellent·agreement.with.the values obtained, calorimet ... 
13 
rically , Sinc;:e · direct .experimental · .. evidence. has been reported for a 
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process involving three relaxations, at least for MgS04,·the three.,.step 
mechanism is.probably to.be pref~rredo-ver the.two .... step model. 
43 62 In his investigation .of the Mgso4 system Tamm. ' has .reported. 
two sets of values for llV:i..J for the three steps.· In an early investi-
' 62 h d h 1 gation e reporte t e va ues: llV 12 = 0 ml/mole, llV 23 = -10, ""'.14, 
and -18 ml/mole; depending on the method of calculation, and tv34 = -3 
ml/mole~ 43 From the more recent work in the GHz.range , in which the 
three relaxation processes were distinguishable, values of tv12 = -18.0 
ml/mole, tv23 = + 13.2 ml/mole; and tv34 = -3.5 ml/mole were calculated. 
Fo:ir the latter values the total volume change; 'EllVi. = ..-8.3 ml/mole 
J 
agrees quite well with that of -6.4 ml/mole determined fro~ the pres-
sure dependence of the dissociation constant82 •. · Assuming the values of 
llV12 andtv23 to be independent of the cation, as the mechanism would. 
suggest, tv34 for the lanthanide sulfates maybe calculated from the 
equations derived at the end of Chapter IV. Using the second set.of 
values from Mgso4 where tv12 = -18.0 ml/mole and tv23 =+ J.3~2 ml/mole, 
tv34 = -20.7 ml/mole~ The summation of the individual values of llV •. 
. . 1J 
-o -3 35 g:i.ves llV = -25.6 ml/mole.for 8.80 x 10 M La2(so4) 3 • ln view of 
the necessary assumptions in this calculation the comparison with the 
average value obtained from a pressure dependence study of t~e dissoci-
-o -3 61 
ation constant of llV = -25.7 ml/mole for 8.20 x 10 M La2(so4) 3 
is remarkably good. However, it should be noted.that.even with .the 
first. set of values fo.r MgS04 a tv0 · = -27, 7 ml/mole is obtained, which 
is still in excellent·agreement with the value obtained by Fi.sh.er and, 
J.30 
Davis61 • Thevalues of av34 for the otherrare earth ions have been 
given inTable XXII. The·larger.volumechange for the third step is. 
probably.reasonable since the sound absorption in the Ln2(so4)3 salts 
is much.larger·than for any.divalent metal ion. 
In · summary, every . exp erimel'!, tal · test .. made . so far . confirms the •multi -
step mechanism in which the rate controlling step is desolvation of 
the cation. Personal prejudice will e.nter when deciding between a two-
or three-step mechanism but this is not .. too important.· if indeed mean~ 
ingful. The most unsatisfactory result is to be unable to contribute 
any new information which could be. used. in·. the ass;gnme.nt of coo:i;dina-
tion numbers. 
In orcler to explain the dependences: of the. thermodynami.c parameters 
for the individual·. steps it will be necessary· to· remove· the contribtl-
tions of several.variablei;; su:ch as the.change in.coordination number, 
change in effective hydration number, relative strength~ of the metal-
water and metal-ligand bonds, polari~ation of the water molecules by 
the cation, and, the variability of the ligand contribution.· Ot~er ex-
perimental. studies which might aid. in· this respect are.• the replacement 
of H20 by n2o in a.temperature dependence study of the.rates of com-
plexation of the lanthanides.with sulfate and te~perature dependence 
2+ 2+ 2+ 
studies of the complexation of·sulfate.with Ca , Mn , and Zn and 
h 2+ S 2+ d 2+ wit. Mg , r , an Ba • Entropy titrations at other temperatures 
might also be helpful in de~ermining values of~ and AH directly 
rather thari by graphical methods. Extension of the frequency range 
of the ultrasound gear.would allc;,w measurement of the temperature de- . 
. pendence,of the rates of complexation for those.salts whose maximum 
131 
relaxation frequenci~s at 25° are·near the present frequency limits. 
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C ••••• i ••• THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE DEGREE OF ASSOCIATION OF THE VARIOUS 
C.,,.,LANTHANIUE "10NOSULFATE COMPLEXES AS DETERMINED CALORIMETRICALLY, 
C ••••• THE CALCULATED VALUES OF THE CONCENTRATION OF THE COMPLEX ARE TO BE 
C,,, .,DIVIDEDED !.'HO THE NUMBER OF CALORIES CIIANGE OBSERVED IN THf REACTION 
C ••••• AND THIS QU3T!ENT IS THEN DIVIDED BY THE VOLUME IN THE DEWAR FLASK, 
C,,,.,THE RE~ULTING VALUE IS IN KILOCALORIES/MOLf AND MUST RE CORRECTED FOR THE 
C.,, •• HEAT OF DILUTION OF THE SODIUM SULFATE TITRANT WHICH 15 0,65 KCAL,/MOLE. 
c ************************************************************************** 
c 
DIMENSION GAM(31,Z(31,Tl31,ARGl21 
REAL NI TRAT 
WRITE (6, 1041 
104 F0RMATl1Hl,48X,•PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE DEGREE UF'//39X,'A5SOCIAT 
llON BY REPEATED APPLICATION OF DAVIES EQUATION 1 //60X,•D. P. FAY'I 
C ••••• z IS THF CliARGE rtN THE RESPECTIVE IONS. 
READ15,99l(llll 1 1=t 1 31 
99 FOR"1ATl3F3.0I 
N=O 
c ••••• ARG=NAME OF SALT, DISK=ASSOCIATION CONSTANT, C=TOTAL CONC, OF LANTHANIDE, 
C •• ,,,C2=TOTAL CONC. OF SULFATE, 
I RFADl5,lOOIARG, DISK, C, CZ, SODIUM, NITRAT 
100 FORMATl2A3,5(F8.2,2Xll 
IFIUISK*C.EQ,O.OI GO TO 90 
G=C 
G2=C 2 
ALF=l.O 
5 N=N+l 
WRITEl&,1071N, ARG 
107 FORMAT(lHO,'CALCULATION NUMHFR 1 ,11,1ox,•SALT OF '• 2A31 
00 2 J=l,1 
2 GAMIJl=l,O 
WRIT(lo,1051 DISK, C 
1,15 FOR"1ATllH0, 1 ASSOCIATION CONSTANT 1 ,2X,El6.~,2X,•MOLES/LITER 1 //lX, 1 1 
INITIAL CONCENTRATION',2X,El6.8,?X, 1 MULES/LITER 1 //I 
WR! TF (1,, 1061 
1·16 f'IJRMAT14HO N,<JX, 1 COMPLFX',15X,•PIIF1 1 ,10X, 1 10NIC STRENGTli',BX,'LA 
lNTliANJllE' ,lOX, 1 SUI.FATE' ,12X, 1 CONC. COMPLEX' I 
K=O 
3 K=K+l 
C, •••• THIS PART OF l'ROGRAM SDLVFS THE QUADRATIC E(JUAT !UN. 
C ••••• ALF IS THF DEGREF OF DISSOCIATION 
PAL=ALF 
A=Ol~K*GAM(2l*GAM(31 
13= ( ( QI SK *GA"1 I 2 I *GAM I 3 I* I c.+C2 I I +GAM I 11 I* ( -1. rJ I 
R=Ol~K~GAM(21*GAM(3l*C*C2 
DS=B**?-4.0*A*R 
IF IO SI lrJ, 10, 1 0 
10 WRIH(o,1011 
101 FflR"1A.TllHO, 'TliE VALUES APPARENTLY APPLY TU A CDMPLEX QUAllRAT IC ElJU 
lATION - - HfLP 1 ////I 
Gfl TO llrJ 
10 ALF=I-H-SQRTl0Sll/(~.O*AI 
lf(ALF,GF.C21 GO TO 12 
IFIALFl 12,13,13 
12 ALF=(-B+SQRT(DSll/(2.D*AI 
IFIALFI 30,U,13 
C,,, •• Tlll,Tl21,ANO T(31 ARE CllNC. DF COMPLEX, SULfATE, AN!) CATION PESl'ECTIVHY. 
13 Tlll=l\l.F 
Tl?l=G?-ALF 
TI 31 =G-Al.F 
Dl=(SDDIUM+NITRATl*0,5 
I)[) 1'> J=l;J 
15 Dl=Ol•l(·Jl*"'?HIJl*0,5 
IH=SQRT(OI I 
Pl•GA"1121*GAM(31/GAMl11 
WRITfl6,2001 GAM(ll, GAMl21, GAM(31, A, B, R, OS, Bl 
200 FflR"1AT(lti0,8(El0,3,2XII 
WRITfl6,IO?I K, ALF, Pl, 01, Tl31, T(21, Tlll 
102 FflR"1AT(lH0,13,6(4X,fl6,flll 
111 IF(ABSIALF-PALI.LF.O.OOOl*ALFI GO TO 79 
c ..... THIS PART OF PROGRAM DETERMINES THE ACTIVITY CJEFFICIENTS USING DAVIES fQN 
no 20 I=l,3 
20 GAM( ll=E'XP((0,5092*ZI ll**2*IIBl/(l.0•2.915*8lll-0.3*DIII* 
1(-2.30258511 . 
GO TO l 
79 WRITFl6,1031 K, ALF, Pl, DI, T13l, Tl21, Till 
103 FORMAT(lHQ,'FINAL ANSWER'//lX,13,6(4X,El6.RI//I 
'lO GO TO 1 
90 STOP 
ENO 
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C PIHH;IU"1 fil CALCULAH THE DfGREE OF DISSUCIATIUN USING OAV1£S [QUATION 
C RE:i'[llTIVELY ANO OlHFR QUANTJJlfS Nl:EOEO FUR THE EIJALUATION Of' ltfE 
C Kl/\l£TICS OF fHE SVSfEM. 
c 
C lt11S PIHJGRAM REQUIRES hW DATA CARDS. ONf Jll INlrlATE THE CtiARGES llf THE 
C SHC:IES FOR ALL fHf OAlA JO 0£ EVALUAT£0 1 ANO ONE OATA CARO HJ HfALJ ftiE 
VAL.UES UF A Ul:RYF-HUCKLF;ll OEOY'E-liUCKLE,AtNOUGttJ) - Jt1( DISIAN(r-, Of 
CLO~l-5T APPkUACti,Ktl21 ANO Ktl31. lHf SUCCfEOING CARDS AllllU fl tl. 
Ctla\fUCJ(R U\8El A"'lD THEN THE VALUES OF THE DISSOCIATION CONHANJ AND 
CCJt-Kf:NTH.A.J!ON Of- lHE SALT. 
••••*•••••i:o_ ••••• ..,.9 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REAL Kl,KII 
OIMFNSIUN GA~liJ,l1'31,rlJJ 1 ARGl21 
<}'} ftlffM/\J IHJ.01 
l(Hl HIM.MAI tlA4,l.X ,f Pl. J, lOX d.12 0 31 
trll f'Oi;>MATllli0,o'J1Htif \IALUCS t.1-'l,AKENTLV APPLY JO A CllHPLEX QUAORAlJC E 
l'JUA T I CJN ~ - tH- LP II II I 
111? FllRMATlll'I01I :l,O(t1X,flb.8II 
1111 FOIJMAJI U10 1 l21iFINAL ANS'ntR//lX,ll,614A,Elt...!H//I 
l;J4 fUl./."iATlllll ,4AK,V,11PI./.UGRA"I JIJ CALCULAl[ fHF. DEGRFf rlf//l•H,'>'IHUISSfJ 
ICIAJION IH IHPEATfO APPLICATIUN Of l>AVHS EQU0111N//b0Xd4HOUUGLAS 
? P. rAYI 
I n'i ff.HlMA TI ltto,!. lliO f 5',l1C I AT l,llN CONST ANT, 2X, f lh. fl, 2X, 11 HMOLES/1. I TEIU /7"1. 
lli INITIAL CJNCfNHlATIIIN,2X,fl6.A,2X,llti~OLfS/LI ffl\/J 
1n l'Jb r-1rnMAll'illO ,...,,,;,1·111iJFG (If DISSUC,IIX,'ittPIIFl,lJX,14HIONIC '>TR£NGf 
l11,bX,l4HCU"4( Of LNlt"\l,bX,l',tl(U"'l.C (If SULFAT 1 t.X,l'.>11CONC Of- C(JMPlfJ(I 
ll lOf t·URMArllf10,1RHCAlCUI.ATlfJN N!JMI\Ef.t,iJdOX,9t1SALT ut' ,2A41 
II 
wRlfffN IH' flANIH t.IIC/l(NSKY--CllRRHTEU hY lldUGLAS .. Av--1ono/l,ti. 
PROGltAM CONVEl<TE:.U HI 5/300 l N'.lVl:MllER J':,16tl. 
WAI H lfid041 
kFI\IJ CHARGf'", flN lllN'i 
IHAIJ(<;,'l~J(ll I I ,I "I ,·11 
l(f/1.IJ VAL.UI" l}f lhl ANLl 111) IN IH'fHE-ttUCKIF rt11·1nn AS AIHi ANH liUM. 
HFI,!) A 'itJPrRSCRIPf /flHJ AS Ar-jUJ ANIJ 1<11'1 .\NIJ KIIJI A5 1<1 AND Kii. 
l" ;•:J,J ltfA1lt'l,l'l;)JA.lJt1,I\Dll 1 AN[ll,Kl,1<11,ll'MP 
l'1 l'lO f1JkMAfl\lH,,4,4'-l,t9."S,4X,!(ft..4 1 4XIJ 
II'• N~I) 
I 7 ll I )K'-0, 0 
l fl Ca:0, D 
IH·AO !lfl!A CAIW) FtlK L.Atlf"L, 015Sl1CIAJION CON5TMH AND CUNCENTHAIIUN, 
l'l I tHMJ 1 1,, IOOIA~t;,Dl'>K,( 
J() II llll'iK,f.lJ,'l.l)l)f-ll:J1 G!l 10 ?.00 
II ll·(!ll'lK•(,f!l.f1.'J)t,(I Hl 90 
Fl Alf" I, '"1 
? 1 'J N:::Nt I 
? 1, W!Clfflti 1 li)71N,Al<I; 
)'l IHI I ., "II\ 
;>t, ? GA.Ml .II" I.,) 
Ir Wfll HI 1, 1 11)•.llll SK ,f 
ii\ Wkl 1rc,,.1'">t lAllJ1dHIH,M:iur,K1 ,Kl 1, rt MP 
i" l'il riHH1ATll!\•),l'illA 1HtlYf'-llLJ[Kl.E",f1,.1,,,,X,l'iliti DElH'f-lUC~l.!.-',fh, 1t,4X,tl 
IHAl'l•Jl/Gt'il ~ .t e, .... , ,.x ,t.llKI 121= ,F9. ,, 4X,tiltKt l ti ",Fa. 4, ux.~,HlfMP::c, f 1. 1.1 
Fl Wll.f If 11,, ltH,I 
II K:(l 
1,' i K ~Kt I i, PAl =Al.I" 
CAlCUl All fll.PltA" Al.f'. tUfG. 1Jf !Jl'iSUC.I USl."1,; IJI.JAIHlATIC t,JUAfllJN, 
A~?.Oq.f,:,.Gfl"ll/1,i,A"II \I 
ii ~i"il\Mf I ).,J,1i:\'1 Ii I ,:,.[Hill.Ml l 19IJ I SK 
1< ~ I - ,:, A '1 I I I ~·II l '• K I 
I l 1J ') ~ !! Y c, ) - 1, • 1) to A,:,.!{ 
H II (l)'i)lcl,l,J,lo 
\'I I·) ril<I ft. t •,, I n1 t 
't'l (;d f(l ~i) 
1,1 (J J\Lf=l··ll-'.!JKll!l\ll/1?,0•AI 
If t Alf 11 I, l 1, l ·) 
I/ AU'~ l-1\t~ .. Jl<I I IJ') 11 /I ?.O*A I 
I ~ I A I f I IO I I \ 1 I I 
Tlll,Ttll 1 11il J\!H· CUNC, ()f CAfllJN, ~Ult-J\IF A'4tl (llMl'llX f<t.'il--'l:LTIVltY. 
1:1 Jll)~i',•l"[,:,.(1.0·-.\lfl 
'1 r, I I;,) a C" ( i', q,i, Al I t l, (] I 
11 I f C 11 "!. t)*At .. O.( 
,,,i UI ·ell, n 
1,•1 l)f) 1•, J•l,l 
'•fJ I 1J ll I' I) I t J' ,J) ,:0.¥?. r I JI •o. '; 
•, I ii I·' ~[J,1 I ((JI I 
PI q,J\~I( / I "l;,'l.r-1( i I /GAt-1111 
•, I w1q11 1/,. IO;)IK. 1 1\U ,r'l,01, I I :11,lUl,1111 
If I 11.i'l'i I 1\1 f· -·I' Al I ,If .O .0011 GlJ TD 1'1 
•1•, IJO /0 I O 1 1 I 
•1 <, / fl fl A"\ t I I a 1- x Pl I J\1111 c, l I I I ~ "i I "I I I\ I/ I l • 0 + iillrl' ,1 "11 Jl • ti I I I - 0 • ·1 •DI I 
I•(-t •. Pl/'>l:l'll l 
', I Cll I ii I 
I') "H I 1 I I t,, I IJ ~I,.; 1 J\ L. ~ r I' I , DI , 11 j I , I 11. I , I I I I 
I\A Al~lJ IHI LAI(, Olt-f-:..PAH.IIAI. lN PIHi 11,1<,T. f'A~llAl LN AIPttl\, 
•)<, A 11:. I l ;> , U ,i, AlJll/ 11 • lH !\ I ~ I I , 0 t ti Oil ¥ANO I •11 I I+"? I - I I .! • U • AflH+ 0. i I I 
l"' I - ,'•]I)/.') 1.l"i I 
fiO tl!l 0 IL,0~1\U-•C 
o I I) If I "'A49llt\ 
11? !tll·lA"'-fll•C•l l'1.0tALftl,OJtl(.tJ*ALI •I .OJ•lllft-1 
td ~· I I {.f ~ I lff I A/ I I K I •,.; 1 I It I l. 0 t I< I I I• Tttl I A I 
hl.o WHllflt,,l\l"JiAA 1 0lfF,TIIIIA,fft(l 
t,•i 1•11 ~-llKMAl!llt1J,lll,(, 1iliAA:.. 1 f.l(>,'i1'1X,7111Jlrt- :. ,t:lli,I-J,':oX,iill111ffl\ 
1111•,H,'J,(,tltlfft(f= ~ 1 116,8///1 
01> 110 CO I U l 
~. 1 '10 l Al I I· J( I 1 
,) 8 r r,n 
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C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RATE CONSTANTS AND STEP-WISE EQUILIBRIUM 
C CONSTANTS USING LEAST SQUARES TECHNIQUES. 
c ************************************************************************** 
c 
1 REAL K43,K34,K32,K23,K21,KT,K32EST 
2 99 KOUNT= 0 
3 READ15,11SALT, TEMP 
4 FORMATIA2,2X,F4.ll 
5 READl5,21FECL,FEC2,FEC3,THETA1,THETA2,THETA3,K21,KT 
6 2 FORMATl3IF6.4 1 2Xl,31El0.4,2Xl,E9.3 1 2X,E9.3l 
1 READ15,31AL,A2,A3 1 PIF1,PIF2,PIF3,K32EST 
A 3 FORMATl61F5.l,2Xl,F6.4l 
9 WRITEl6,41 
10 4 FORMATl1Hl,32X, 1 PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RATE CONSTANTS USING LEAST SQ 
LUARES TECHNIQUES'////) 
Ll WRITEl6,5)SALT,TEMP,KT,Al,K32EST,A2,K2L,A3 
12 5 FORMATllHO,T32, 1SALT =•,A2,T66, 1TEMP =1,F4.l//T32,'KT =1 ,El0.4,T66 
1, 'All I =· ,F 10,4//132, 1K32 I EST. I= 1, El0.4, T661 'Al 21 =· 1E10.4//T321 'K 
221 =1,El0.4,T66,'Al31 =•,El0.41 
13 WRITEl6,6ITHETA1,PIFL,THETA2,PIF2,THETA3,PIF3 
14 6 FORMATl1HO,T32, 1 THETAlll=•,El0.4,T66,'2PIFlll=',El0.4//T32,'THETA( 
L21= 1 ,El0.4,T66, 12PIFl21= 1 ,El0.4//T32,'THETAl31= 1,El0.4,T66,'2PIFl3 
21= 1 ,El0.4/I 
15 WRITEl6,9IFEC1,FEC2,FEC3 
16 N=3 
17 SUMA=Al+A2+A3 
18 SUMASQ=Al**2+A2**2+A3**2 
19 SUMP!F=PIFl+PIF2+PIF3 
20 SUMPI2=PIF1**2+PIF2**2+PIF3**2 
2l 100 SUMFEC=FECl+FEC2+FEC3 
22 SUMAFE•Al*FECl+A2*FEC2+A3*FEC3 
23 SUMPFE=PIFl*FECl+PIF2*FEC2+PIF3*FEC3 
C ••••• LFAST SQUARES ROUTINE FOR PLOT OF FEC VS. A 
C SUMFEC•N ~Cl+SUMA *C2 
C SUMAFE=SUMA*Cl+SUMASQ*C2 
24 QUOTA=SUMA/N 
25 C2A=ISUMAFE-QUOTA*SUMFECI/ISUMASQ-QUOTA*SUMAI 
26 IFIC2A.EQ.O.OOE-OOI GO TO 999 
27 CIA=ISUMFEC-SUMA*C2AI/N 
C FECA=C2A*A+CIA 
C WHEN A=O.O, FECA=ClA 
C ••••• LEAST SQUARES ROUTINE FOR PLOT OF FEC VS. 2PIF 
C SUMFEC=N *Cl+SUMPIF*C2 
C SUMPFF=S0MPIF*Cl+SUMPI2*C2 
28 QUOTP=SUMPIFIN 
29 C2P•ISUMPFE-QUOTP*SUMFEC)/ISUMPl2-QUOTP*SUMPIFI 
30 ClP•ISUMFEC-SUMPIF*C2PI/N 
31 WRITFl6,8)C2A,C2P,ClA,ClP 
32 8 FORMATIIHO,T32,'C2A =',Ell.4,T66, 1C2P = 1 ,Ell.4//T32,'ClA =',Ell.4, 
l T 66, 'C l P =' , EI l • 4/ // I 
C FECP=c2r•PIF+CIP 
C WHEN A=O, FECP=FFCA=ClA, FECP=SK43 
C SK43•BACKWARD RATE CONSTANT, SK34= FORWARD RATE CONSTANT-- IN MHZ. 
33 SK43•1C\A-ClP)/C2P 
34 SK34=1,0/C2P 
35 K43=SK43/SK34 
36 K34=1.0/K43 
37 K3?=11,0+K43I/IK43*(K2l*KT-l.OII 
3~ K23=l,O/KJ2 
39 WRITE(6,7)SK34,5K43,K34,K43,K23,K32 
40 7 FORMATllHO,T32, 1SK34 =1 ,Ell,4,T66,'SK43 •',Ell,4//T32, 1K34 =•, Ell 
l,4,T66,'K43 = •,Ell,4//T32,'K23 = •,Fll.4,T66,'K32 = ',Ell,41 
41 !FIAB51K32-K32ESTl,LE.0.000ll GO TO 900 
42 K32EST=K37. 
43 FECl=THETAl/lK2l•K37.+(l.O+K32l*THETA11 
44 FEC2=THETA2/IK2l*K32+1l.O+K321*THETA21 
45 FEC3=THETA3/IK2l*K32+11,0+K321*THFTA31 
46 WRITFl6 1 9l FEC1,FEC2,FEC3 
47 9 FORMATllHO,T24, 1FECl~',Ell,4~lOX,•FEC2=',Ell,4,lOX,•FEC3=',Ell.41 
48 KOUNT=KUUNT+l 
49 [F(KOUNT,GT.20) GO TO 900 
50 GO TO 100 
51 900 GO. TO 99 
52 999 CALL EXIT 
5~ END 
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